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1VIRGIN TERRITORY
It's easy to feel small in the desert. Out there the sun swaggers likea bully who can't
be avoided no matter whichway you turn. Even inApril the Nevada sky is barely big enough
to hold all the light. I could block out the sun itselfwith my hand but that didn't stop it from
beating down on me and everythingfor as far as I could see. So I felt small, and a bit foolish,
driving as a way to calmmyselfon a day sandwiched between two seven-hour drives. Yet
that's how it is in the west. Driving seven or ten or twelvehours to get somewhere is nothing
unusual. The expansive territory demands patience as a price to cross it and you gladly pay
because the territory also gives you something else: wide, empty space for a pent-up soul to
unfold. That's why I was driving, cruising north along the Boulder Highway toward Las
Vegas, trying to open the box I'd been stuffed in and get that sickening, sterile hospital smell
out ofmy memory.
A semi-truck whooshed past heading south. It reminded me to pay at least a little
attention to the road, but my mind was out there over the land, soaring like a hawk looking
for a meal. I was looking, too, but even with all that damn sun I couldn't see a thing. I rubbed
my forehead and blinked away some tears. I'd had plenty ofwarning — phone calls from my
mother, pulling the first mercy shift, describing how ill my grandpa was and how much weight
he had lost. Still, I wasn't ready. I had imagined a pale grandpa or a sorrowfijl one. I pictured
pallor and wrinkles and suffering eyes. When I first walked into the room, breathing shallow
breaths ofvapid hospital air, my lungs pushed out what little breath they held. There in the
hospital bed I saw the face ofBuchenwald or Dachau. It could have been peering at me from
behindbarbed wire — sunken cheeks, bulging eyes, protruding nose, mouth agape. A
caricature ofnear-death. I stopped and stood there, stunned, no longer than a moment, but
then the pyramids are a moment in God's eyes.
Becoming conscious once again ofthe road, I wondered how manymoments I had
just passed in thought. Nothing much had changed on either side of the road, and the way
ahead remained a gray lineextending into the limbo of wasteland, promising a destination
beyond the horizon ofniyvision.When I walked out of that room the day before, I did so
with relief I knew I would need time to process what was happening. A white plastic bulletin
board hung on the wall next to grandpa's room.Written on it in blue inkwere the words,
"Today is April 1, Good Friday." I stared at the messageand rememberedall the Good
Fridays ofmy church-going past when we pulled black shrouds over the stained glass
windows and left at the end of the service in silence. And so I had walked out ofhis room in
silence, and for his sake I wanted to shroud the window and hide in the darkness what my
eyes could hardly bear to see. To hide the truth about what I knew in my heart.
Snapped out ofdistraction by a peripheral change in the horizon, I noticed a casino
hulking above the sagebrush ahead. Squarish and bulky beyond reason, the architectural
nightmare rose out of the desert floor as I approached, its huge flashing sign proclaiming
loose slots and $4.99 prime rib dinners. Sunlight glinted off car windows in the five-acre
parking lot. Another casino appeared on the horizon, on the other side of the highway. The
word "KENO" in ten-foot high black letters beckoned travelers before they could even make
out much ofthe building itself I wondered why anyone would stop at such cheap imitations
before they arrived at the real thing. Then again, the word "real" doesn't have much value
when applied to Las Vegas.
Soon I saw the unevenLas Vegas skyline cuttingacross an orange dusk. Within a mile
or two concrete and glass completely replaced sagebrush and Joshua trees. Gaudyand
overdone, the urban skylinecontrasted remarkably with the ascetic backdrop ofarid life,
whichwas to the city's advantage. But even if you're prepared the leap is a littlemuch. Vegas
amusespeople attuned to commercial technology, but for the less initiated, the place can
cause sensoryoverload. Just how many lights and sounds and varieties of stimulation can be
processed all at once? Vegas swallows even the hard-bittenhedonist. A prophet emerging
from the desert after two decades of revelations and praying would probablyjust turn back,
knowing all the signs of a lost cause. Even the open skywas not immune from architectural
indulgence. At the entrance to the city, a towering orange ballwith "76" in blue letters glowed
like a nearby planet, large enough to blot out a midday sun.
* *
Easter Sunday. I slept well until the sun knifed through a gap in the curtains ofmy
grandparents' trailer. Once I opened my eyes I hummed with the energy ofthe road, wanting
to get back on it and rack up the miles on the way back to Utah. I don't like anything to get
between me and a drive, although I'll allow for a shower and a good breakfast as part of the
ritual. The road isn't just a place and a drive isn't just a task. There's a connection to be made
between driver and driven, and putting off the imminent encounter is like delaying the
wedding night after the ceremony has taken place. Seven hours from Vegas to Ogden, but the
journey wouldn't begin until one final visit.
Easter was about like any other day at the hospital, except that it seemed out ofplace.
Good Friday fit much better. Hospitals for me are sepulchers, full of storage rooms for bodies
that havealready begunto decay; they'rejust waiting for the soul to leave. Death lingers like
the acrid smell of urine. Even those who escapedo so inwheelchairs and bandages. Mymind
tells me that healing must be taking place, but all I can sense is dark disarray.
A doctor told mygrandmaandme that grandpacoulddo no better there than in a
nursing home, or maybe evenat home in the trailer. I found that hard to believe. Thegrandpa
who lived at home played exquisite chess, read ravenously, played guitar in a groupand loved
long discussions about grammar. The one in the hospital roomwas confused, unableto eat
andwrapped in a wrinkled bag of bruised flesh. Dialysis treatmentskept himalive, but each
one sent him into a state of restless, aimless determination. Again and again he tried to rise
from his bed, until the nurses strappedhim down to it. To his cross. A tepid bowl of brothwas
his sponge full of vinegar, an oxygen tent hiscrownof thorns, a feeding tube in his side the
thrust of a spear. I held his bony hand, patted his bony shoulder and turned away.
In 30 minutes I was back on the road, skimmingpast the surreal city. Soon the
freeway led into a wide, flat landscape, as ifLas Vegas had been a dream. Towering metal
structures held sagging power lines that stretched into the distance. I looked into my rearview
mirror and imagined what Lot's wife saw as the desert swallowed up the city. This would be
more than just another drive home along a stretch I had traveled before. As much as I
recognized the landscape, I knew it would not look the same. Nothing in the world would
ever quite look the same after what I had seen in that hospital room. I had only once before
seen the gray shadow ofdeath on the face of a loved one — a paternal grandmother from
whom I had become distant. This was different. My grandpa was the person most like me in
the world, and I knew I probably flattered myself to think so. Besides chess and music, we
sharedwriting. He had been a freelance writer for many years and had alsowritten an
outdoors column for a newspaper.Most ofmy focus had been journalism, although I still
hoped to turn writing into somethingmore. But I knew as I left Las Vegas that it wouldn't
happen in his lifetime. Every shadow becamea place for guilt, every crevice a place for regret,
every rock and hillside reminders of the cruel passageoftime in the face ofmy frail, transient
self The twisted Joshua trees would outlast me and in the end leave more of a mark on the
landscape than anything I could accomplish.
Yet as I drove I looked for hope, anything to givemeaning to a future without the
personwhose knowledge and experience I so admired. He retired early, after being injured as
a firefighter, so he and my grandma had traveled the country, learning the birds and trees,
camping in the parks, fishing in lakes and rivers. They lived the landscape, hungry to learn all
they could about places they visited. My grandpa was obsessive about knowledge, so every
rock, tree and creature he came across became a subject for intense study, in person and out
ofbooks. With his father he had trapped snapping turtles in Minnesota and later, in
retirement, fished for grouper in Lake Okeechobee. He had been stung by a Portugese Man '0
War in the surf in Florida and walked within yards of an eight-foot rattlesnake in Arizona.
While living in their small trailer outside Tucson, he and my grandmother would use
broomsticks to poke tarantulas out of their cinder block wall. They shook out their shoes in
the morning to check for scorpions.
Now he was on the verge of leaving the land he had so enthusiastically embraced. I
couldn't save his knowledge or download hismemories to a disk to be saved for generations.
As I hurtled down the fi-eeway, though, I began to wonder if there was a way to honor him.
Not by learning all he knew, but by learning all that I could knowabout the world aroundme.
His collective landscape would soon fade into oblivion. Mine was just coming into focus.
Signs of promise appeared along the road: Pioche, Alamo, Caliente, the Great Basin
Highway. Places I hadn't thought about before, out there somewhere at the end of a thread of
asphalt that spun off from the freeway. Places that promisednew experiences. I began to read
each signwith wonder. "Entering Moapa IndianReservation" and "Valley ofFire." "Ute, Exit
80, no services." I wondered who lived in Carp or Elgin or Hidden Valley, but not enough to
take one of the exits. I wasn't ready to leave the freeway yet. It offered a panorama along
with security. These were new feelings and I couldn't be rash. It was enough to see for the
first time what I had only looked at before. To the north, furrowed foothills reached up to
barren mountains, and the sharp contrast of sun and earth made the horizon look like a mural.
An aluminum box ofa motor home lugging in the lane ahead broke my concentration.
Its Alberta license plate proclaimed VEGNOUT, and a sixtyish couple sat in its captain's
seats. I tried to picture myself at that age, driving across the country. I couldn't imagine how I
would look, but I could feel the pleasure of drivingwithout a deadline into the landscape that
lay before me.
I held that thought for miles, wondering if after all those years I would be merely
enjoying the landscape or still searching it for answers. A flashing electric billboard interrupted
my philosophizing. It popped up unexpectedly on the horizon as the road twisted in the
direction of a mountain range looming ahead. I strained to read the sign, which I didn't
remember from previous trips. Plastic bumps along the center line thumped their staccato
warningthat my tireswere straying over their pavedboundary. A small signalong the road
told mewhat I did know: that thiswasMesquite, Nevada, a tinyborder town invisible behind
two large casinos. At about the sametime, a strong, earthy smell filled mynostrils. On the
right side of the road, cattlewanderedwithin the fence of a feedlot. A casino peekedover the
hill behind it. A harmonic triangulation of desert, ranching and gambling that had escapedme
before, when all I noticed about the place was that I could stop for a bathroom breakandpull
a slot machine handle or two on the way out.
The road wound off into more sagebrushand toward another road sign: "Arizona
Welcomes You." I eased off the gas pedaland conducted a mental searchfor the map that lay
somewhere in the car. Arizonajust didn't seem right at that juncture, and it never had. How
could I be driving north and end up in Arizona? I'd alwaysmeant to look carefullyat the map
when I got home and always forgot. As I peered ahead, I remembered why I alwaysforgot. A
solid chain offoreboding mountains cut straight across the direction I was driving. They
surprised and awed me every time, and on this occasion they brought a bit ofworry. How, I
wondered, do I get through them? How did I ever get through them? Their image in the
distance loomed much more solid than my memory of reaching them, as if I had only crossed
them in dreams, waking up on the other side.
This time I paid attention, searching the landscape for which way the road would go,
trying to find an opening in the dark range ahead. All I could see was the road heading right
up to the base of the mountains and disappearing. From where I was, the road dipped and
wound as if I would drive off the edge of the earth before reaching safe passage. The road
kept dipping downward, following the trail to oblivion, and I could begin to make out details.
Exposed veins ofrock slanted toward the sky in a massive defiance ofgravity. A strong wind
8buffeted the car andwhistled through the closed windows. I gripped the steering wheel tighter
and squinted to read the small sign approaching onmy right. "Entering Virgin River Gorge."
Gorge had never before sounded so foreboding. So severe. Somewhere beyond
canyon, just short of abyss. Towering slabs of slanted stonepartedas I made a looping right.
The rugged cliffs rose higher, beyond my line of sight as the road dropped deeper into the
gorge's confines. I marveled at how sheer and rugged the land appeared in this crack in the
worid. After about a mile, the features beganto spaceinto towering slabs, rising separately
out of the dust. A ribbon of muddy water offto the right followed the general direction of the
road. More open space appeared, letting in the sky. High above, white bluffsjutted out from
rounded hilltops, standing watchoverthe landscape. I had seen the rocks there before, but
this time they seemed immeasurably old, as if theywere shelves that held history aloft from
human interference.
Finally, the gorge expired as the hills and rock gradually settled back into the familiar
brush-pocked landscape. Miles off to the right appeared outlines of rock formations so
massive and geometric they didn't appear to belongon this planet. The distant glimpse into
Zion National Park reminded me ofhow much territory remained unexplored in my life.
Territory I had always been content to see from a distance. The road I was on would take me
well past the park's boundary, but as its image faded behind me I knew that someday I would
have to venture there. I needed to live by descending into the canyons, not by peeking over
their rims. My grandpa's eyes were about to close forever and I had been stuck on the thought
that all he had seen would be lost. But I realized that day on the road that all he had seen, and
more, was still there, waiting for me. That moment was ray passage into a new landscape that
would take a lifetime to explore.
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RAIN SHADOW
Somewhere along a path in the Groveof the Patriarchs, treadingon the soft, thick pad
of fallen pine needles, is my alter-ego. Lingering in the permanent shadows oftowering trees.
Feeling the crisp breath ofMt. Rainier's glaciers. Drawing a lungful ofpine-scented history.
Then I open my eyes. I'm home.
Rattlesnakes and blackwidow spiders lurk in these shadows, where shadows canbe
found. Endless tracts of sagebrush extend into the horizon uninterrupted by even a singletree.
The hot, flat sky reflects sunlight like a mirror untilwaves ofheat radiate up from the ground
or bleed into the air from brick and concrete. Below the ground, in a fenced-ofF tract of
Federal land, radiation ofa deadlier kind ticks infinitesimally toward half-life.
Growing up on the wrong side ofthe Evergreen State is something I learned to lie
about or apologize for as a youth. Even today it pains me to disappoint anyone who says,
"Ah, Washington, it's so beautiful there."
For it is beautiful, and whenever I ventured west, winding through Snoqualmie Pass in
the sheer-sloped Cascades, my heart pounded to see forests so thick that hunters had been
known to become lost within a hundred yards ofa well-traveled road. At Neah Bay or Port
Angeles I revered the rocky coast, pounded by wild, chilly surf that covers ship graveyards
and inspired place names such as Disappointment and Deception.
Yet those names would apply just as well in the Columbia Basin, a sand-covered
plateau of basalt as flat and featureless as a scar. Maps use the terms scablands and sagebrush-
steppe to describe an area ofabout 2,000 square miles that sustains summer temperatures
over 100 degrees for weeks at a time. The only steppe I had ever heard about signified to me
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an endless, empty expanse in Russia which, alongwith endless sky and endless hardship, bred
endless, depressing novels by sensitive artists suffering in the deprivation.
A four-hour drive separated the Tri-Cities— Kennewick, Pasco and Richland— from
Seattle. Four hours and a mountain range and a mind-set. Wet Side,Dry Side. Green Side,
Brown Side. The distinction meant everything. West of the tree-smothered Cascades, serrated
against the sky at 10,000 feet or more, all was fertile and lush. More than 150 inches ofrain a
year. Up to 500 inches of snow in the mountains— even 1,000 inches at the Paradise Ranger
Station near Mt. Rainier. The west meant Pacific Ocean and King salmon, fishing towns and
the center ofurban culture, totem poles and the Space Needle. East of the Cascades, driving
out of the mountain passes was like a descent into a dry, hot underworld. Maybe six inches of
rain a year nearly within sight ofmossy forests. Heavy clouds bom ofPacific moisture didn't
make the trip because the mountains caught them like a wringer, squeezing loose nearly every
drop. Most west-siders didn't make the trip either. Never even heard of the Tri-Cities. If they
had it was through warnings in low whispers uttered on rain-sodden porches by someone
recounting the experience as if havingbarely survived. When in Seattle, I dodged the topic of
my origin whenever possible. Ifnot for the river, I might not have possessed any self-esteem
at all.
The Columbia River, one of the 10 largest in the world, cuts through the western third
of the plateau that bears its name, and once bisected it beforethe riverwas rerouted during
the height of the Ice Age. It's a milewidewhere I grew up, separatingKennewick from Pasco
(Richland is fiirther west on the Kennewick side) and givingthe area its most distinctive
geographic feature. Somewould say its onlygeographic feature, and even then the river is not
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visiblefrom much of a distance. There simply are not manyvantage points iiighenough to
reveal the river's course as it hugs the low ground on its way to the sea.
Yet those chillywaters, about 55 degrees even at the height of the summer,
rendezvous in the shrub-steppe plateau with their isolated kin. The confluence ofthe Snake
and Columbia rivers, an impressiveinlanddisplay offlowing water, liesjust outside the Tri-
Cities at a placemarked by Sacajawea Park, and the Yakima adds itselfto the mix 10miles
downstream.Most parks in the area with any kind ofgreen grass are by the rivers. Levey
Landing or Fishhook Park on the Snake, Sacajaweaor its sister across the water. Two Rivers
Park, on the Columbia. A trip to one ofthem usually meant a day of sweltering on the shore
while fishing, or throwing rocks, or searchingfor driftwood. Swimming was far down the list
because the Columbiawas too cold and rocky, and the Snake so muddy and shallow that
wading out 50 yards would leave even a childwaist deep in water and sinking in the muck.
We had no boat, so I settled for watching water skiers in their wet suits carve turns into the
water, sending wakes to shore that I could pretend were ocean waves.
Still, each trip was an adventure, for this land was mostly undeveloped and even
though the rivers had been bloated by dams it wasn't difficult to scan the barren shoreline and
imaginethat it had not changed much over the centuries. The place names, mostly Indian,
added a vague sense of history. Kennewick means "grassy place," although the name was
chosen by a railroad executive and grassy is up for interpretation; perhaps some part of the
area seemed grassy to the natives, who had to scour the area even to find a decent piece of
firewood. Yakima, to the north, was named after the Yakima tribe, which still possessed a
sizeable reservation. Kahlotus, Toppenish, Kiona, WallaWalla, Klickitat and others rolled off
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the tongues ofresidents mostly ignorant of the Native American origins or meanings.
Sacajawea carried the strongest sense ofhistory through a direct connection to the Lewis and
Clark expedition. As a young child, I saw the brown and white signs along the side ofthe road
that depictedtwo men, one of thempointing off the left edge of the sign that read, "Lewisand
ClarkTrail." I never quite understood if the trailwas the asphalt onewe were driving on or if
it lay in the directionthat Lewis, or Clark, was pointing. More specifically, a wooden signof
the historical marker variety hangs by the Columbia just on the edge ofKennewick. It explains
that the tiny, sagebrush covered island in the background, which is actually linked to shore by
a road-topped dike, was a likely one-night stopover for Lewis and Clark. There are no shrines
or statues. Not even a decent visitors station. Instead, teen-agers for years have used the
winding interior paths ofthe island to conduct their own adventures—explorations of the
uncharted territories ofdrink, drugs and sex. The rough, rock-strewn beaches were reserved
for sturgeon fishermen, whose buckets of rotten chicken guts stank from 50 yards away.
Just another sign of how life on the dry side was a crude imitation of the romantic
existence west of the Cascades. There, along the Pacific coast, fishing towns such as Westport
and Ilwaco thrived as centers of salmon-fishing. Hundreds ofcharter boats each day would
venture 40 miles out in search ofKing and Chinook and other salmon. Those beautiful fish
had a certain nobility about them, and an outright religious significance for the Native
Americans. Salmon fishing was a spiritual adventure. Silver and shiny, they represented
strength, beauty, challenge — the essence of the Pacific Northwest — as they ran deep in the
chilly Pacific water. They appeared athletic, thick through the neck and back as if they had
shoulders, and once hooked would fight and jump and dive, defying their pursuer. And that is
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how people spoke of them, as if the fish had been conquered, for no one merely "caught" a
salmon.
In the Tri-Cities, those who tested the rocky waters of the Columbia were more likely
to hook a bottom-dwelling catfish— good to eat but hard to clean,with sharp bones
protruding from its misshapen head — or a scaly carp or a bony whitefish, both regarded as
inedible, or the hideous sucker with bloated lips of gristle and a sloping head. As a child I
despised that fish, with its looks of a dullard. Disappointment explained someofmy feelings.
Whenever my fishing pole bent forcefully downward, I prepared to catch a great game fish.
Soon, after fighting to reel in what had to be a trophy bass or meal-sized catfish, I could see
myfolly swimming in the shallowwater; a 10-poundslab ofugliness. I was taught that
suckers were not to be thrown back, but rather tossed onto the shore to suffocate in the heat
theway a trash fish deserved. I would throwrocks at theirheads or slit opentheirbellies to
hasten death. After all, they sucked mud from the bottom of the river to extract their food.
Even their dull yellow underside appeared unclean.
When I was olderand caught my first salmon, inPuget Sound, I could hardly bring
myself to clean themajestic fish and felt guilty for removing it from its deep, blue home. Only
muchlater did I leam that the sucker I had so despised and heaved ashore in fhistration had a
significance that rivaled the salmon's. Historically, Indians along theColumbia regarded the
sucker as a food fish. Theywould catch it in great numbers before the annual salmon run.
When cooked, thebones of its skull would fall into separate pieces and storytellers would spin
tales about the origins ofeach piece, based onits appearance. I've since thought of all the
sucker skulls left ontheshoreline by me, and all the tales they could have spawned had I
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known. The disregarded sucker, yanked from the river and rotting on the shore, hasn't fared
muchbetter than the peoplewho madeit part of their sustenance and culture.
Not that the salmon has done so well either. Twenty years ago, some still found their
way upriveron spawning runs. Each day, the newspaper would run the FishCount. At dams
on the Columbia and Snake rivers, employees of the Corps ofEngineerswould sit at the
window ofa concrete slab of an office and count the number and type of fish that passed over
the dam. The fishwere herded through a "fish ladder," an ascending concrete trough meant to
simulate the rapids theywould have encountered had the damnot been there. At the top of the
ladder, they swamthrough a narrow channel over a white-painted board on theirway to the
other side of the dam. As they crossed the board, they would be identified by the worker and
tabulated. Visitors to the dam could peer into the water and see the fish for themselves. It
never struck me then how perverse a scene hadbeencreated— fish attempting to follow their
natural instincts through a concrete contraptionwhilepeople gathered to watch, leaningover
monolithic blocks ofconcrete with their backs turned to the very river that the fish were
meant to navigate in the first place.
Even then, salmon were rare. The fish everyone wanted to see, the one that would
push the count into the hundreds on a single day, was the steelhead, an ocean-going version of
trout that would migrate up the river each year on its way to spawn in the stream of its birth.
More streamlined than a salmon, the steelhead looked more like a torpedo and had a
disposition to match. Textbooks offer a bland explanation for its name, citing the steel blue
color on the top of the fish's head. Along the river, a tougher legend thrived. The fish, which
spent a year or two in the open ocean, didn't become meek with its limited river surroundings.
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Instead, a hooked steelhead fought as if the openoceanwere still its canvas, flailing and
diving, and literally bashing itselfagainst rocks to dislodge the hook. Many of them did. The
act was nothing short ofa miracle considering the hooks in question— giant treble hooks
withbarbed tips, designed to sink deep intoflesh and to resist removal short of ripping and
tearing. Manysteelhead that were finally caught showed the scars of previous battles, their
heads, fins and mouths deformed with deep notches and regrown flesh.
The steelhead's fighting spiritwas a quality deserving of a west-sidefish. Suchpower
and ferocity deserved a backdrop of ocean swells and tall trees. Instead, the riverwaters in
which it could be caughtwere shallow and strewnwith chunks ofgraphite-colored basalt.
When the basalt had cooled during ancient lava flows, it often formed eight-sided pillars that
are visible today in outcroppingsthroughout the region. Muchof that sharp-edged rock lines
the river's shore and bed. It's perfect for snagging fishing line and twisting ankles. Grown men
would wade into the icywater, bracing themselves against the current and balancing
themselves on the rocks, carrying thick rods and open-faced reels with heavy fishing line tied
to three or four feet of pop-gear and spinnersand anchoredby a six- or eight-ounce lead
weight. More often than not, the shiny collection ofmetal and lead was good for one cast.
Reeling it back in without a fish meant snagging it in the vise-like crevices along the river
bottom. The struggle to retrieve it was gratuitous and brief Better to cut the line and get back
out, a long enough process considering the difficult walk back to shore.
I didn't fish for steelhead often and then only fi*om the shore. It was a rough man's
sport. A fair-skinned, rail-thin boy didn't belong out there alongside grim-faced men with
stubbly chins and muscular forearms and vicious, big-wheeled trucks. Even the drive to the
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prime fishing spot, a stretch known asRingold, was intimidating—a grinding, winding dirt
road along a high, white bluff. Sometimes thebluffwould cave, taking a hundred yards of
roadwith it toward the rockyshoreline below. Onthosedays, Ringold was inaccessible by
vehicle. At times I was almost glad to see the gap in the road.
Maybe what I feared was something that laybeyond the bluffs.
The world of a child is one in which vision is narrow and imagination extends ever
outward. I could spend anhourday-dreaming thata rock two feet from shore wasan island
basefor my imaginary navy that negotiated the fast-flowing water. So I'm not surehow it
happened that oneday I looked up and across the river, shifting my focus from near to far,
and realized what I saw: buildings andwater towers rising abovethe sagebrush. Hanford.
Home ofnuclear reactors. Processor ofuranium for the trigger that Truman pulled to blow
awayNagasaki. An aura of secrecy more impenetrable than concrete 50-feetthick. Guarded
by guns and high-level government clearances in a forbidden zonewithinthe forbidding
desert. It was so protected I worried that perhaps weweren't supposedto look, or act likewe
noticed.
Ironic, because the signs of nuclear powerwere so pervasive throughout the Tri-
Cities. Literally. Citizens bowledat Atomic Lanes, watchedboats race for the Atomic Cup,
followed the Tri-City Atoms in minor league baseball. Richland High School, in the city that
housed most ofHanford's workers, had as its mascot "the Bombers." On the school flag and
on its football helmets, against a backdrop of dark green, a yellow mushroom cloud arose.
Hanford meant stable, well-paying jobs that powered the Tri-Cities economy. The
name and all it stood for were a source ofpride for residents ofWashington's wasteland.We
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didn't have trees or mountains or an ocean, we didn't have professional sports or opera, but
we hadHanford, the place that helped endWorld War11. Theplacethat was helping to
prevent World War III by producingweapons-gradematerials for our nuclearmissiles.
Nuclear plants were not commonplace, and few that did exist were as uncommon— as
guarded andmysterious — asHanford. Status wasmeasured in clearances, and the gold
standard ofclearances was the "Q." Not because it was the highest, but because it stood for a
high levelof acceptance in the secretHanfordfraternity. Having one meantaccess and
importance. It meant membership.
For the rest of us, whose parents did not workat Hanford, a certain envy simmered.
Our moms and dads were not allowed within those gates. They weren't engineers or
scientists, and they had no clearances. Whatever theyworked at depended heavily onHanford.
A wave of layoffswould flatten the economyand hurt everyone. A strike at Hanford —
guards, firefighters and others there were unionized— brought on paralysis. Businesses
would shut down temporarily or slash the payroll.
Just as withinsepulchuric buildings in the desert scientists controlled nuclear chain
reactions, so did Hanford control the Tri-Cities. Eventually, the economy diversified enough
to surviveHanford's demise. But the people are still trying to surviveHanford itself
I haven't seen those buildings across the river for 25 years or more, but to do so today
would undoubtedly fill me with the same awe and fear I felt as a child. Hanford is a dead place
now. The staid buildings are headstones for the Cold War and for the poison legacy of
radioactive waste left behind. And that is what confounds the government today — what to
do with the body. Hanford is no longer a source of pride. It is a scourge. The slowness of its
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decay tests human patience, and theextent of itsremains buried throughout thedesert defies
our need for order and closure. Even in death, Hanford is an enigma.
Centuries will pass before the desert is free of radioactivity. Will it then be the same
desert it was before 1944? The shrub-steppe of theColumbia Basin hadn't changed much in
the centuries before, so it will probably be recognizable 300years hence. I wonder if the same
is true about the other side of the Cascades. Will forests still be thick as fur on the backs of
themountains? Will the rainfall be heavy enough, and pure enough, to sustain a verdant
landscape? Where will population encroach and what changeswill it bring?
Theseare short-term questions, a blink of the universal eye. Theyshowhowtransient
we are as features ofthe landscape, yet how,withcumulative effort, we can leave an imprint.
I wonder if there is such a thing as a good human imprint upon the landscape. Geologic time
givesme hope. Wemaymow down the forests andpoisonthe desert, but in the end, I believe,
the land will outlast us. The truest landscape is the one unseen, unjudged, untouched. Not wet
side, not dry side. Just as it is.
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WIND
To find rest and peace in the Columbia Plateau is to accept the vagariesofwind. This
land oflittle shade and no soft grass, its rocky soil populated by rattlesnakes, cannot offer
even stillness as a consolation. If the placewere a sea, sailorswould worship the gods that
lived there. No sail would go unfilled.Not for long. The arid sky is restless.
At its most benign, the air offers a breeze. Gray-green leaves at the tops of70-foot
cottonwoods along the Old InlandEmpireHighway flutter from stiffbranches. Ripples rise on
the Columbia's surface, turninga placid mirrorinto frosted glass. Awisp of a cloud, if there is
one at all, sweeps along the bright blue sky and difRises like the last breath of smoke from a
dying cigarette.
So rare, a breeze in this landscape. Too meek to appear often in such starkness.
Sagebrush will not bow before it. Hawks and gulls cannot rise and soar on it. Flatlands and
sweeping foothills under a high, hot sky offer no shelter for such a sensitive expression of the
weather. More likely, what at first seems to be a breeze is not nature's tender whisper, but the
leading edge of a blustering, eye-squinting, hair-thrashing blow that might last for 10 minutes
or 10 days.
Relentless. That's the Tri-Cities wind. On and on it comes, depressingly insistent,
rising and swelling, a malarial plague stubbornly refusing to subside for long. The wind wears
on a person the way it wears on the landscape. Fragile emotions shift with the sand, anger
rises in whitecaps roiling across the Columbia, fhistration builds in high branches bent with no
respite until, even when peace comes, they are hunched in the prevailing direction of the wind.
Our contrivances for deflecting the weather are of no use. There are no umbrellas for
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wind. Caps blow off, coats flyopen and the windbreaker is a flimsy joke pasted as tightlyto a
wind-bent body as cellophanewrapped taut around a peanut butter sandwich. From
sunglasses to picnicshelters, wind sweeps over and around andunder anyobject in its path.
Wind is a nimblefish in water, able to find and explore the tiniest crevice; it is a wandering
shark, roaming anywhere it pleases, shifting directions at will.
Wind becomes a postulate ofeveryday life. Otherwise, fhistration would reign over
patience. Leave the fnsbee in the closet. Forget about tennis and golf Bring lots of rocks if a
picnic is planned because somethingwillbe needed to weigh down paper plates and napkins
and bags of chips. Going fishing? Do not curse or whine. Just accept that it's a no-bobber day,
and that the extra lead weight needed to cast even half as far as on a still day will exact the
price ofa snag when you attempt to retrieve it. Limp, wrinkled linewon't stay taut yet the tip
ofyour pole vibrates, mocking a fish's tug, and incessant flowing ripples on the water's
surface weave hypnotically into the unwary consciousness. Perceptions narrow as much in
wind as they do on a pitch-black night, maybemore. Sounds languish and scatter in the drone
of a steady wind. Sight becomes restricted to a letter-box view ofthe ground 10 feet ahead.
Best just to make the best, huddled like an unwelcome refugee, or get out of the
elements. Or improvise. Just about anything that can be launched into a good gust will take to
flight, however brief or awkward. Cardboard boxes. Sheets of plywood. Garbage can lids
become frisbees. Once, an intolerable day-long wind ruined a Boy Scout outing to Jump Off
Joe Butte, a thousand-foot rise used for television relay towers. Frustrated yet adaptable, we
tethered the smallest ofour bunch to a tarp and heaved him out over the sagebrush. He flew
20 feet, Frankenstein's condor, and crashed hard. Laughing, we extracted him fi-om the
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wreckage and found him wide-eyed at the wonder of flight.
Ofall that rises and flies in the wind, nothing is as prolific as dust. Sand. Grit. Particles
of rain-starved earth attach to wind with magneticconvictionand go forth as the windwills.
Dust in the house, in the car, in your hair, in your eyes— these are everyday annoyances. At
times, the wind exercises a very great will. When the horizon darkens into a furious brown
nebula, annoyances fadewith the blocked-out light. By that time, tons of sand havealready
riseninto the sky,whippedup bywindsthat have' sweptup throughOregon, across the
Columbia and into the Horse HeavenHills. On its way in, the blinding storm may shut down
Highway 395 heading south. That's about the onlymeasure that can be taken. All that's left is
to watch and wonder how long the dust storm will last.
One such storm struck in November 1992, the week ofThanksgiving. In unrelenting
wind, flying sand colored the air so brown people used headlights to drive through town
during the day. Gusts stung our faces with billions of sharp granules. Waves of sand hurled
against concrete buildings sounded like the simmer ofa beach exposed by a pulsing ocean.
Tri-Citians become a population ofBedouins in such conditions, shielding their faces and eyes
when trekking outside, entering a dwellingwith an escort of sandy gust while offering a
blessing for the sanctuary they have reached. The end of such a storm constitutes an
otherwordly experience, like a battlefield gone silent. Warily, people venture into the eerie
glow of dusk as the wind finally dies with dust still thick in the air, diffusing light from the
horizon. Fences, filters of the moveable landscape, lean under a plaster cast oflitter and
tumbleweeds. The silence brings uneasiness of the kind that comes over a person in a motel
room bed after 10 hours of steady driving as the numbed mind refuses to let go of a world that
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has been in perpetual motion.
Wind in the Tri-Cities doesn't belong to any particular season. Rather, the seasons
belong to it. Even at times of extremes, the wind asserts predominance. Winter wind is worthy
of name and reputation.When the Siberian Express rolls south out of Canada, plateau lands
lie open like a long, straight stretch of track. The front blaststhrough on a nonstop run, a blur
ofnumbing, steely cold. All anyone can do is try to stay out ofthe way. Those who do go out
must not be deceived by the brown landscape. The absence of snow doesn't rule out bitter
cold. Better to stand on the front porch for a fewmoments to gauge what outerwear willbe
needed rather than peek out the picture window, under-dress and risk extremities turning gun-
barrel blue. Besides, snow is not a given at any point in a Tri-Cities winter. Each year comes
the question ofwhether this one will be a white or a brown Christmas, and the wind has a lot
to do with the outcome. For even if the snow comes, two inches or 10 inches, the amount
doesn't matter. One Chinook wind will make it vanish.
Predicting wind in the Tri-Cities is no feat of distinction. Even the stealthy Chinook
can be anticipated. But not always. The Chinook, named for a tribe that lived and fished on
the lower Columbia, arises out of nowhere, a disconcerting draft that fills the air as if the crypt
door to a dead summer has creaked open. Temperatures rise 10, 20 degrees or more nearly as
fast as the mercury can rise in outdoor thermometers. In ghostly fashion, the Chinook often
arrives at night to howl through bare branches on its brief haunt. How many times, after a
night of uneasy, wind-swept sleep, did I arise to see the winter landscape transformed into a
brovm, damp mush. Snow was always welcome because it brought beauty and softness to the
brown, barren stretches ofdesert. I could squint and imagine the wintry quilt that cloaked the
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Cascades and wrapped around the shoulders ofMt. Rainier.
Yet it is in those veryCascades that the Chinook is bom, at first benignunder blankets
ofmild Pacific air. The air cools as it rises, reaches the dew point, and drenches the mountains
with rain and snow. The act of condensation adds even more heat. By the time the air reaches
the eastern slopes, it is dry andwarm. Like an invisible swipe by the hand of the Creator it
careens down the mountainside, heatingup at more than five degrees per 1,000 feet. Trees
and fences genuflect before the leading edge ofgusts that hit 100 miles per hour.
This phenomenal wind is not limited to Washington. Around the world it earns its own
name— Santa Ana, Sirocco, Chamsin, Karaburan, Sky Sweeper — conjuring exotic images
of swirling sand and dancing flames.
No place for dreams, the Plateau. Here the Chinook dispels illusion and exposes the
harsh truth of dormancy and dark decay. It is a fiiend ofthe restless landscape. Somehow,
over the years, it became my favorite wind. It is a wind of honesty.
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RIVER
"Haveyou also learned that secretfrom theriver; that there is no such thingas
time?"
"Yes, Siddhartha. Is this whatyou mean? That the river is everywhere at the same
time ... and that thepresent onlyexistsfor it, not theshadow ofthepast, nor theshadow of
the future? "
"That is it, " saidSiddhartha.
— From Siddhartha. by Herman Hesse
Living for a day inKennewick without seeing the river even oncewould be a task. At
least it seemedthat way for me. Perhaps, unconsciously, I made it a point to see the riveronce
a day. Not that it ever looked much different —wide as a wheat field, the deep-ocean blueof
a blue whale, or so I imagined— pebbledwith rough whitecaps in a steadywind. Yet in a
landscape of so little changethrough the seasons, the river represented, even in its subtlest
currents and eddies, a more transcendent timelessness than the brown earth through which it
coursed. The river contained a secret about time, and as I wondered how time would work its
effects on me I looked to the river for an answer.My vision, though, was merelya physical
response. The river drew me from somewhere within myself
* « *
One easy way to see a stretch ofthe river was to take Canal Drive, a street in
Kennewick that runs parallel to the river along the most prominent Tri-Cities vista. From
there, the river looks more like a long lake, wide and flat, that extends into opposite horizons.
Much of its northern bank from that point is unnaturally defined by a levy ofbroken basalt,
piled there years earlier to prevent floods before dams controlled the water's height. Where
the barrier ends, expansive back yards ofexpensive houses stretch down to the river's edge.
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On the Kennewick side lies Columbia Park, a corridor ofgrass, sand and trees bisected by a
remnant of the Old Inland Empire Highway.
From there, both ends of the river seem as distant as the next planet. The northern
horizon as seen from that point,just a few hundred feet above sea level, is brown and flat.
Wheat, the predominant crop, doesn't add much color or contrast. Trees grow in scattered
patches like weeds through the cracks ofan abandoned asphalt parking lot. The most
remarkable aspect of the landscape is that a river is there at all, especially one so large. Yet it
appears out of the desert like the shimmering miragesthat pool in the distance on long
stretches ofasphalt. Driving north from Pendleton, Oregon, you cross the Columbiaat
Umatilla after 40 miles ofbrown wasteland. Without warning, the wide, swift river appears
before you, stirred by McNary Dam. Then more desert. Not entirely flat, but rolling hills.
Some of the sagebrush has been plowed into wheatfields, but the land is parched and green is
absent from the natural spectrum. All the way into Kennewick, for 25 miles, there is no hint of
what lies ahead until you are there, nearlyon top of it, faced once again by the river you had
already crossed.
For all the years I lived there I could never quite reconcile that the river at Umatilla
and the river at Kennewick were one and the same. The two places seemed more like
independent bodies ofwater lost in an expanseofdry land. In the sameway, I could only tell
myself, without quite believing it, that the Columbia near Astoria was the same one that cut
through my home town. It seemed a stranger among all the greenery, unaccustomed to the
shadows of pine trees.
I saw the river in segments. Not just physical demarcations but emotional ones. The
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roiling currents at Umatilla always frightened mea bit; the river at home was peaceful and
subdued; the river at Hanford ran dark and mysterious; the river near Astoria brought
flourishing growth even as it neared its end. The river as a whole was just too much to
imagine. AsBuddha sat under the tree, so I can imagine sittingbefore the river in years of
meditation just trying to grasp its wholeness.
No wonder that we attribute timelessness to rivers. They are ungraspable in time and
place, ever changing. Such is the nature of flow. But there are other ways of seeing the river
as transcendent. The river is, at once, of everyage: newborn at its source; youthful as it
gathers the springs of experience; matureas it assumes a distinct identity, able to absorb major
tributaries; and, ultimately, merged with the beyond as it surrenders itself to the ocean, to be
regenerated into clouds that feed the source. The river flows not only in measurable time but
also through time: we may change its shape and even its course, yet before humans walked
this earth the river flowed without cease, pulsing to the rhythms ofthe seasons. The river
exists as its whole, physical self and as the images imprinted in the minds,memories and
instincts of every creature that contacts it. I see the river and know that a salmon somewhere
in the Pacific sees, or can sense, the river, and that prehistoric natives saw the river, and if
their consciousness has not died but become a higher form of awareness then all ofus,
wherever we are through the ages, are at once part of the same river.
To follow the Columbia to either end is to witness a dramatic transformation of
landscape. Astoria, the mouth, is a tree-lined place where the boundary between river and
ocean blurs in a five-mile-wide expanse ofwater that defies easy definition. (Seafaring
explorers were so awed by the gap in the side of the continent that their reports fueled the
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dream of aNorthwest Passage.) Far less accessible isColumbia Lake, the river's deep blue
Canadian birthplace. From there it flows north, then plunges south, and finally bends west
toward the ocean on its 1,243-mile journey. The Columbia Basin, inthemiddle stretch of the
river's epic run, is anocean only of sagebrush. Nonatural lake of river-breeding size lies
anywhere near. This is the loneliest, most barren land the river faces.
Where the river flows through theTri-Cities, there isn't much mighty or noble about
it, except for the sheer amount ofwater it conveys. Atugboat pushing barges ofgrain down
the middle of the river looksno more imposing than a toy in a bathtub. Just a fewmiles down
river, as the channel cuts almost due south for a stretch before bending west to form the
border with Oregon, the river is two miles wide and more, anarea known asLake Wallula on
the map. Partially theresult ofMcNary Dam, which is even farther down river, the "lake" isa
place where those same tugboats andbarges become specks out on the openwater. Once,
when I was fishing fi'om the bank there, I hearda roar overhead and looked up to see the
Navy's BlueAngels performing part of their routine over the water. Having just arrived for an
air show to be held over the weekend, theyapparently found the swath ofblue inviting,
perhaps reminiscent of their ocean-bounded base.
Living next to the Columbiacaused me to define river in a way that left most other
rivers wanting. I knew it was not as famous as other rivers, so I expected that it could not be
as grand as them, either. The Mississippi and Missouri became rivers ofmj^hological
proportions in my mind. When I finally saw them, disappointment displaced expectation.
Oozing and brown, the Mississippi looked like an oversized irrigation canal. And the Missouri,
until late in its run, is more of a confusing system of rivers than a single entity. How could
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they impress someone who had seen the Columbia at work? This was the river ofGrand
Coulee Dam. The river that became an ocean before it fully surrendered to the Pacific. The
river whose powerful current and swirling backflowscould carry a swimmerout of sight in
minutes. The Columbiabecame my idea ofa river and every other so-called river would have
to measureup to its standards. I took somepride in that, coming fi^om a place that offered so
little else to be proud of
From outward appearances, the river is not celebratedmuch along its run through the
Tri-Cities. There are no river festivals or parades, remarkable because ofhow little civilization
would have developed in those dry flatlands if not for the water. Granted, irrigation is not a
sexy concept — who would want to be SprinklerQueen or Miss CircleFarm?— but the
farming it made possible was the only other industry besides Hanford that could help carry the
economy. An ancient civilizationwould have worshipped the river god, thanking it for
irrigation water and pleading with it not to flood. Altars would have been erected to honor
such an awesome force.
In our time, the only true monuments to the river are the bridges that cross it between
Kennewick and Pasco, and they are more acknowledgement than reverence. For years during
my youth, the main thoroughfare was a nameless four-lane iron span painted the requisite dull
green ofall bridges inWashington. Locals calledit the "new bridge" not because it was
recently built but because it stood in such contrast the the "old bridge" — another nameless,
green, iron bridge. Clearly, "old" was a polite term. Cars that dared the tightrope ofcrumbling
asphalt balanced inches away from the railing on one side and traffic on the other. Pot holes in
the pavement opened ragged windows to the water below. Driver's ed instructors used the
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bridgeas a final test ofcourage for nervous students. Finally, after years ofdiscussions and
planning ofthe petty sort that thrives in small towns forced to cooperate politically, a new
bridge was built. The "cable bridge" we called it, being so clever about such matters. Actually,
it was a cable-stayed bridge and it made the almanac for its 970 feet, whichin 1979madeit
the longest of its kind in North America. That would be enough to engender true civic pride,
you'd think. Instead, the grayish span reminiscent of the GoldenGate could not escape the
skeletal shadow of the "old bridge," alongside ofwhich it had been buih. A woman in town
decided that demolition would be a cruel death for the patriarch of Tri-Cities bridges, and
fought for it to remain standing as a historicmonument. Politiciansseethed, chambers of
commerce boiled, and most average citizens joked that the damn thing would simply collapse
somewhere along the string ofcourt appeals and injunctions. It did not. Standing until its final
reprieve, the bridge ultimately lost its battle with progress and was mercifully put to rest.
Today, were it still standing, parents would labor to convince their children that cars once
drove over the frail, narrow structure. Instead, they are left only with white-knucle stories
and, if they care to admit it, a bit of respect.
Not much fishing gets done along the urbanized stretch of river. To the west, where
the river has flowed past most ofKennewick and Pasco and is on its way to Richland, a few
sturgeon fisherman might toss wads ofchickenguts into the channel on a huge hook and six-
ounceweight. Still, it's not ideal fishing evenfor the ugly, slimy bottom-dweller that yields
prized caviar and must be tossed back if it exceeds six feet. Somehow the fish know this is a
sterile stretch of river, not a worthy place to be caught. For a few monthswhen I was about
juniorhigh age, I would fish with a couple of friends nearthe sewage treatment planton the
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Kennewick side. A highly modem idea, fishing where treated wastewaterwas fed backinto
the river, hoping that fish would mistake the human backwash for a small tributary. We caught
a few sickly, pale trout and several carp and suckers. I wouldn't have eaten any kind of fish
caughtfrom that spot, althoughthe proximity of the sewageplantwas probably more of a
psychological problem thana scientific one. The river was probably no less clean there than in
other places I fished.
Many ofthose places involved a dam. McNary was the closest, next to the bridgethat
linkedWashington with Oregon at Umatilla, the sandyburial ground ofmilitary poison gas
that could bring death to our civilization 10 times over. Along the riverside cliffs on the
Washington side, the sturgeon fishing was ideal, and thosewho pursued salmon and steelhead
would get as close to the low-water side ofthe dam as the law permitted — several hundred
feet — for there the fishwere at their most vulnerable, stymied by the concrete obstruction,
confused by the so-called fish ladder, and eager to strike at whatever provocation was offered.
Our family didn't have a boat when I was young, at least not more than a 10-foot aluminum
row boat, so the fierce currents of the Columbia, especially anywhere near a dam, were out of
the question. Instead, dams were places of cheap entertainment for a family of five, frequently
the destination of a Sunday drive.
McNary was one that we visited oflen, although not the most often. From where we
lived, it was quicker to drive east to the final Snake River dam before it fed into the Columbia.
Ice Harbor Dam. Without ever encountering a crowd we could drive across it or visit its
screaming generators or watch salmon cross the white board at the fish counting station. I
marveled at the dam, at all dams, for their thickness and strength. Standing on them I could
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sense the power of reinforced concrete against the force of the river. Dams could stand up to
the water by virtue of sheermass. (The engineering escaped a young boywith no senseof
physics.) They were slabs, but slabs with a sense ofpurpose.
Yet in these places of suchweight andmass, the most captiviatingexperience for me
(because it was the most terrifying) was to peer over the sheerconcrete cliffs of the lock. It
was at the Ice Harbor lock that I first discovered a psychological characteristic ofmyselfthat
supports some deepermeaning — the desire to leap offan escarpment. I don't remember the
precise visit when this became clear, but to this moment I can feel the allure, the exhiliration,
the terror ofpeering over the thick concrete railing into water hundreds of feet below in a lock
waiting to fill, and feeling an electric twinge from my cortex to my sex, as if they were
connected by a livewire, and a force, an invisible hand, pressing at me from behind, about
shoulder height, and a silent yet intelligible voice telling me to jump. Not for the end result.
Not for a conscious choice ofdeath. But for the trip. For the air rushing in my face and the
emptiness welcoming my hurtling body; for the rush of sinking as fast as a rocket could fly.
Flying into oblivion. Even as an adult I've had to grip the three-foot-thick hedge ofconcrete
at the top ofHoover Dam to prevent myself from fulfilling the exquisitely excruciating instinct
to freefall.
What is it that drew me, that still draws me? I remember a moment from early in my
childhood; a moment so distant and disconnected even by the time I was 10 that it seemed to
have been implanted in me from the beginning. I was quite young— less than ten — and my
father thrust his hands under my armpits as I froze in terror, liftingme up to see over the
concrete and down into the thunderous spillways of Grand Coulee. His grip hurt a little from
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being so firm, and his arms quivered with the load. He controlled me and I hated it. I died a
little bit at that moment, knowing that I would rather drop free than be held by him. For years,
nightmares of the white, boiling water haunted me. At first, I merely relived the moment,
convinced that the only outcome was for me to fall toward the dark, cold water below. Then
the dream changed. Instead ofbeing suspended I plunged toward the water, and I could sense
its swirlingdepths just before I awakened an inchoff mybed with my heart slamming. Finally,
one night as I fell, I gained control ofmy fear, and as swiftly as I had descended I swooped
upward and flew. Soon after, the dreams stopped.
Today I wonder what I feared. The river is my companionand my father has long been
out ofmy life. Yet something unresolved remains deep inside me, and its voice reaches my
consciousness at the edge of a precipice. "Fly," it tells me. "Release yourself Go over the
edge." It is a compelling voice, and I am convinced that something beautifijl awaits me on the
other side of letting go. Yet I stay. Maybe it has something to do with the feeling I get from
sitting on the grass and looking into the face of the river. It still has more to tell me and to
teach me. I want to know that it flows into eternity before I join it there.
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ATOMS
"And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King ofKings,
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, anddespair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Ofthat colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretchfar away. "
—From "Ozymandias," byPercy Bysshe Shelley
Hanford is not symbolic ofcultural ascendance nor is it a placeof religious
significance. The site does not house the library of an epoch's intelligentsia. Renowned leaders
were not bom there. Yet someday, just as the curious today visitEgypt's pyramids or the
ruins in Rome, so too may the curious come to Hanford. The most likelyarcheological
remnant? One of the massive concrete structures meant to contain our work with the atom.
Perhaps a smooth, white dome or a 300-foot waste storage basinwill stand as a monument to
a great nation's power. The visitors mightwonder about the erosion of our civilization by
barren expanses oftime and sand. Sand that, after centuries ofhosting radioactive decay, is
finally safe to walk on.
Until then, the invisible, excruciatingly slow entropy of radioactive waste will be a
monument to our folly.
Changes at the nuclear level can be incremental down to the subtlest degrees of
geological time, out of the reach ofour short-sighted mortal minds. A nuclear chain reaction
can destroy a city in seconds. It takes (we calculate) 14 billion years for an atom ofThorium-
232 to decay to half its original radioactive intensity, steadily losing its structural integrity
until it flies apart. Half-life is such a deceptive term. We think of a life as 70 years or so, the
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first 20 and final 20 marginal bookendsto our best times. Beinghuman, we focus on the self-
importance ofour years on earth and imagine that the mountains on the horizonweren't there
until we saw them, and that they will disappear once we are gone. Think ofthe human
generations, from dust to lifeto dust again, over and over, our deaths contributing to the raw
material ofbirth and rebirth. All the while, atoms ofexotic isotopes and specially purified
elements selfishly resist the surrender of so much as an electron
Even the rise and declineofhuman institutionsrequires so much time that only the
centuries-long decay ofGreece or Rome or the ancientFar East are adequate references as we
enter the new millennium. Where is the Unhed States within its parameters ofbirth and
inevitabledecline? It may take 500 more years to know. But without a doubt, we know that in
the cauldron ofa nuclear fireball it ascended to the height ofmost powerful nation on earth,
and though it was rivaled for a time and still is not the only nation capable ofdestroying the
planet, it remains transcendent as a military and economic force.
How, then, does this link to Hanford?
It is there, in the emptiness, that fulfillment ofour nuclear heritage began. There,
where brown, sun-baked land extends as far as the eye can see. Small hills, dry coulees, barren
bluffs. Rattlesnake Mountain. Three ribbons ofwater: the Yakima, the Snake, the Columbia.
Rocky, shallow soil. Hundred-degree temperatures. These are the features of a desert plateau,
an island of emptiness in southeastern Washington that had attracted only enough interest for
a small railroad town. The Great Northwest was a myth in that part of the state, only as real as
the hazy mirage ofMt. Rainier that appeared in the distance on extremely clear days, its
glaciers like clouds against the blue backdrop ofa flat horizon.
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Onlythe advent of systematic irrigation could bringredeeming value to anypart ofthis
intractable tract, and only few bothered to exploit the potential. With better land still plentiful
in the west, this was no place to settle on purpose. And that is what made it the perfect place
for what it became. Desolation as a home for secrecy. A fast-flowing river, diverted in trickles
to water the land, as a full-scale cooling system for nuclear reactors.
Hanford the town ceased to exist, at least on its original site. Hanford the super-secret
government project was bom in its place. Beginning in 1942, an army ofconstruction workers
faced incessant dust storms, which drove many to quit, and separation from civilization for the
sake of saving it.
They made the atomic bomb at Hanford, or at least the trigger. The plutonium that
triggered the bomb that evaporated Nagasakiwas produced there. Hanford, like the
radioactive waste it spawned, lurked mostly out of sight, deadly and faceless, hidden from
public view.
Mostly hidden, that is. Road 68, on the way to Ringold, runs along a north-south
stretch ofthe Columbia, and at one point, directly across the river, is the 300 Area. The site
looks like a small industrial park, with water towers and smoke stacks jutting into the sky in
the vicinity of non-descript buildings that, from the outside, do not betray their function. A
large, silver dome in the midst of the complex adds a surreal, high-tech look, a symbol of how
completely incongruous the buildings are in the sagebrushnext to a wild river, with sleek gull-
wing clouds coasting overhead in a high, endlesssky. Somethingabout that bulbous dome
alwaysbrought a nigglingunease to my awareness. It appeared to be so unnatural. As a kid I
thought it housed a nuclear reactor, but the knowledge of its true purposewouldn't havebeen
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more comforting. Rather than burning fuel, the 300Area was producing it.What I could see
across the river benignly masked an inner operation involving plutonium, uranium and tonsof
exotic chemicals. What the place turned out as a by-product wasmillions of gallons of toxic
waste. Under that blue skyandnext to the blue river, I couldn't have guessed about— let
alonecomprehended — the immensity of the environmental hazard lying beforeme.
For me, Hanford's ungraspable nature contributed to its hold on myattention.
Through fishing, hunting andother family excursions, including the classic Sunday Drive, I
had come to know the ColumbiaBasin personally. It was a placewith which I had intimate
knowledge. Yet Hanford eluded me. OfF-limits and alien in appearance, it was likea family
secret or the locked closet that kids weren't supposed to get into. Even today, as I learn more
about Hanford, I feel that I know it only as facts that are cold as concrete, and not in the
intimate way I know the rest of the territory.
The facts, at least, are coming out.
Although accurate numbers are debatable in all the secrecy that remains, here are a few
to consider. Buried underground at Hanford are 60 million gallons of radioactivewaste in
everything fi"om stainless steel containers to rusting barrels. More than 1 milliongallons have
leaked. At least they were stored. From 1944 to 1971, 440 billion gallons ofwaste were
simply dumped into the soil. PIutonium-239 has a half-life of24,000 years. Iodine-129 has a
half-life of 16 million years. We cringe at the mention ofChernobyl, but Hanford is 570 square
miles ofmetastasized, radioactive cancer that is spreading toward groundwater.
Tri-Citians, in the nuclear hey-days, used to laugh at death. Jokes abounded. So what
if the waters of the Columbia were run through the reactors to cool them? That just meant we
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were the onlypeople aroundwho get hot water out of the cold side of the tap. We didn't have
to cook our fish — theywere already done when we caught them. We didn't have to use night
lights — we glowed in the dark.
Ofcoursewe laughed. WithoutHanford the Tri-Cities would be as driedup as the
basin without the Columbia. Federal funding brought plentyofgreen to the brown side.Direct
beneficiaries felt grateful. The rest of us felt dependent, and a bit resentful. Despite the
importance of Hanford to the Tri-Cities, and despite the support it enjoyed frommost ofthe
population, the placebegan to lose its lustre for me. Even before leaks and spills becamebig
news, I knew they occurred. I also knewmoney from the Federal spigotwas being
squandered. A friend of a fnend was training to become a Hanford fireman, a supreme
accomplishment for two simple reasons: outrageously high wages and that fact that the
firemen essentially did nothing. There were never any fires. At least that was his story. A
perfect job. High pay and virtually no work. And so the legend went. Ironworkers. Pipefitters.
One much-discussed job was that ofX-raying welds. Cushy. In-demand. Lucrative. A job at
Hanford meant more cash for less work than any other job in town. Just get your name on a
list (and the union lists were long) and wait for your lucky day.
Luck turned on some Hanford employees. Security began to take on a bad name as
security guards shot themselves in the foot. Literally. During one stretch of awkward
incidents, a few guards wounded their own lower extremities. Apparently the art ofquick-
draw had become vogue, and practicing with unloaded weapons just didn't seem authentic.
Whether for or against Hanford, people aren't laughing about it much any more. The
nuclear graveyard has become a serious concern, although how serious is a matter of constant
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debate. Chernobyl goingup in flames brought a chill to thoseTri-Citians not bound by the
nuclear spell. TheRussian reactor, we read, was remarkably similar to Hanford'sN-Reactor,
which also lacked a containment vessel. That was enough for me. My familywasn't tethered
to theHanford trough and I suffered from nomisguided hometown loyalty. The residue from
years of sensing that Hanford posed a danger rose to the surface. I hoped the government
would act quickly to reduce the threat of an American disaster in theWashington desert.
Today I feel foolish that N-Reactor's decommissioning brought me some relief I hadno idea
how long it would take to decommission the environmental hazardthat had been left behind.
About the scopeof that hazard there is little debate. TheHanford web site, maintained
by the Department ofEnergy, is subtitled"Environmental Excellence" in green letters. It
contains a list ofknownwaste sites— emphasis on "known." The list is 89 pages long.
Isaac Asimovwas impressed enough to write about Hanford in his 1991 book with
Frederick Pohl, "Our AngryEarth." It recounts the Kyshtym accident in 1957 in the Soviet
Union, a devastating explosion ofill-stored nuclear waste. "Is there any chance ofan
AmericanKyshtym? There's certainlya suspiciously Kyshtym-like situation at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation in Washington state. Just like the Soviets, the American nuclear weapon
makers took many shortcuts in their work, most of all in the disposal of hazardous, and
possibly explosive, nuclear wastes. The Hanford waste tank designated 101-SY contains
about a million gallons ofmixed wastes, toxic chemicals and radionuclides like cesium-137
and strontium-90 thrown together. Over the years, some of the chemicals have reacted with
others. Explosive hydrogen gas has been released. The gas can't easily escape, because a thick
layer of crust has formed over the deadly soup, but an observer can see the crust shuddering
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and lifting as muchas a foot whilethe tank "belches," like the top of an immense pie bakingin
an oven. If it does escape, and there is a sparkof anykind, it will certainly bum, and may
explode."
Asimov claims that three "major steamexplosions" havealready occurred in such
waste tanks. He points to Hanford's PUREX(Plutonium-Uranium Extraction) plant as being
hopelesslybeyond meeting safety standards, even though it is no longer operating.
It's an amusing twist. As a youth bom at the end ofthe baby boom, too late to "duck
and cover" under school desks at the threat of nuclear attack but unquestionably aware — and
afraid of— the potential of suchwarfare, I worried much more about deathwaiting patiently
in missile silos and silently stalkingme in the form of incoming ICBMs than I did about the
danger percolating in tanks out in the desert. I and others sawHanford more as a potential
target than an existing ground zero. Yes, we'd tell each other knowingly, Hanford is a high-
priority target of the Soviets. They'd want to take out our ability to produce weapons.
To this day I don't know ifthat was true or if such thinking was just another case of
insecure desert dwellers trying to find some form of relevance and self-importance. A better
question might be, who was the source of such ideas? Without sounding overly conspiratorial,
is it too much ofa stretch to think that the "targetability" ofHanford was encouraged as a
way to thicken the mystique of the site and thus distract attention from secret experiments and
unmanageable waste problems? No matter. The point is that Hanford has gone from target to
blast zone. Whether hit by a Soviet warhead or decades of nuclear carelessness, Hanford is a
crippled site that is generations away from ever being — if it ever can be — as it was before.
Buddha supposedly extolled us with his dying words to remember that all stmctures
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are impermanent. We can see that even the ancient pyramids are in decay, sowe engage in
preservation. Preserve archaeological sites. Preserve the rain forests. Save the whales. Aswith
our bodies, we try to hang on to material that pleases us or appears to have value. What
doesn't please us or fill a need we discard. We're not always as good at this as we are at
preserving. And so it is that nuclearwaste is that sticky wad ofgum that entangles one finger
at a timeas we try to get ourselves free and ends up possessing us more thanwe possess it.
Hanford is a bungled operation, not a malevolent one. The government didn't set out
to despoil the environment. It didn't have a master plan for environmental disaster. Urgency
drove Hanford. First to develop the atomicbomb and endWorldWar II. Then to stay ahead
ofthe Soviets during the ColdWar. All political paranoia and military excesses aside, we
needed Hanford and other places like it to persevere in the bellicoseatmosphere ofthe post
war world. Humanity hadn't grown up enough from two cataclysms to realize that a third,
with nuclear weapons, would bring us to extinction. So Hanford has its place in our history. It
was necessary. We shouldn't ever pretend that it was a chapter that need not be written.
At some point, though, urgency gave way to complacence. Secrecy yielded to
carelessness. The military mentality, which thrives on egoism, ascended beyond paternal
protection and developed into despotism. Citizens, meant to be protected by what Hanford
could produce, became test subjects. Their health, like the landscape, became secondary to the
mission. Hanford transformed from expedience to self-perpetuity. It became another of the
government's dark family secrets, known only to a few, silenced, covered up, buried under
layers ofbureaucracy and official obfuscation.
The clean-up effort at Hanford is being watched closely, and most of the criticism is
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that there hasn't been much progress. Private contractors come and go. Federal money is
spent. The public waits. Scrutiny, expectations and angerbuildin frustrated synergism. A
series ofin-house e-mails from the latest site manager, Fluor-Daniels, found their way into the
February 1999Harper's Magazine. Their triteness thinly disguises the dark comedy unfolding
in the desert:
— Monday, Oct. 5, 1998, 12:08 p.m. "Low levels of radioactive contamination
were found outside ofHanford site radiation-control areas in eleven separate
locations last week. Contamination was detected in a dumpster, two garbage
trucks, two mobile office trailers, five other buildings, and a government van.
Four contaminated socks were discovered at the home ofone Hanford worker,
but no other contamination has been detected ofF-site. Before the
contamination was found on the garbage trucks, one of them transported a
load to the Richland city landfill. Weather permitting, excavation of potentially
affected areas of the landfill will begin today."
— Wed., Oct. 7, 1998, 8:51 a.m. "We have now found contamination on fruit
flies, gnats and other pests on wet garbage in three areas."
— Wed, Oct. 7, 1998, 2:20 p.m. "We have confirmed that pests are
transporting and causing the spread ofcontamination."
Thursday, Oct. 8, 1998, 2:25 p.m."... (C)ontamination has been found on two
pieces ofgarbage in the Richland city landfill.... While the Hanford site
periodically finds contaminated rodents, ants, and beetles, contaminated flying
insects have not been detected for many years."
And so on.
Amazingly, the story ofnuclear production at Hanford is not yet over. Recent news
illustrates a continuing split over the future of one of its reactors. One day, the state calls off a
threatened lawsuit when it agrees with DOE on a new cleanup strategy. The Tri-Party
Agreement of 1989, between the state, DOE and federal regulators hadn't been enough.
Within weeks, another news story details the fear of a Hanford watchdog agency that the
Fast-Flux Test Facility, dormant but capableof producing tritium for nuclear weapons, would
be restarted. DOE met the accusations with denial and deflection, but FFTF's fate remains
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undecided.
We don't like being outlived. Perhaps that is whywe show so much disdainfor nuclear
waste. Because it will remain poisonous far beyond our life spans, we view it as the next
generation's problem— or the next generation's, or the next generation's. The staggering
implications ofnuclear waste in terms oftime and toxicityfracture our growing awareness of
interdependence, causing a "not in my backyard" mentalitywhen, in fact, the very permanence
(at least in mortal terms) ofnuclearwaste makes all the earth a backyard. Because ofthe
painstaking search undertaken for an acceptable expanse of desolation in the vast United
States — a place isolated enough, a hole deep enough, a tomb unassailable enough— in
which to store the waste, we can begin to understand the seriousness ofwhat we have
rendered. We are like a murderer caught naked in a windowless, empty room, clutching the
bloody weapon and discovering in desperation that there is no place in which to hide it.
Secrets don't hide well, either. Even the government knows something like Hanford
can't stay buried forever. The truth, like the radioactive waste, cannot be prevented from
coming into the open. It cannot be contained. Even today, we learn more about the human
cost and the environmental cost. What is Hanford's link to thyroid cancer? How near the river
has radioactive waste seeped? How long will it be until the cleanup has reached its half-life?
As layers ofgovernment secrecy unfold — or rather, as they are exposed by journalists
and an enraged public — the story becomes worse. In processing uranium to produce
Plutonium, the Hanford plant used to release radioactive waste through its unfiltered
smokestacks. Right out into the air. It poisoned the grass eaten by cows and contaminated the
milkthey produced. The plant would also flush out its reactors on occasion, directly into the
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Columbia, where more radioactivity would enter the food chain. Once, in the kind of act that
sustains conspiracy theorists everywhere, Hanford eventoyedwith humanity. The Air Force
oversawoperaton "Green Run" on December 2-3, 1949. Uranium was processed for a much
shorter time than usual and the unspeakably toxicwastewas released directly into the air. It
was done to measure radioactivity levels and compare themwith Soviet productionplants.
The public wasn't told until 1986.
Despite all this, irony and nature have workedhand in hand at Hanford to produce a
wildnemess purgatory of sorts. Because of the secrecy demanded by the nuclearplant, the
physical facility was located deep within the demarcated desert. In those hundreds of square
miles lies landscape undisturbed for decades; a landscape that thwarted even Native
Americans, who could find little food or firewood for survival. It is home for native
sagebrush, coyotes and cottontail rabbits. The fieldmice and hobo spiders go about their
business with no threat of human encroachment. At least from the outside. Hanford, so long
protected, now may be eaten away from the inside as billionsof dollars are spent to clean up
the radioactivity. Wildlife today is threatened as much by the cleanup as it had been before by
the dumping ofwaste.
Still, the wildlife may outlast our human element, at least judging by our performance
at Hanford. A place once fit only for a small, isolated town is now unfit as the home ofa huge,
hard-to-contain problem. Solutions don't appear to be forthcoming, and a desert — especially
a nuclear desert — doesn't tolerate ambivalence. It demands truth.
The truth is, Hanford will be a dead zone for centuries to come. The perfection of
desolation. The quintessence of the Dry Side.
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NATIVES
Somewhere in the vicinity of 11,000years ago, a native inhabitant of the Columbia
Plateau polished off a meal offresh salmonand considered the risingwind slipping through
the sagebrush, judging whether it was of the day-to-dayvariety or the precursor to a dust
storm. Homelikely was a rock shelter or cave along the Columbia River, which as a source of
water and food offered muchmore bounty than the surroundinglandscape. Centuries later,
still beforeEuropeans knewNorth America existed, Indians crossed the barren plateau in
search of food and trade. By the timeLewis and Clark arrived in 1805, loosely organized
tribes in the area included the Yakima, Umatilla, Wallawalla, Walula, Cayuse, Nez Perce,
Palouse, Wanapum,Wauyukama, Spokane and Columbia. Withinthe next 50 years their
civilization virtually ceased to exist.
Little evidence remains other than place names. At least, little visibleevidence. All that
I saw of Indians consisted ofa few Yakimas in ceremonial dress or an undecipherable mix of
tribes gathered at the Pendleton Roundup. Scattered or sequestered, decimated by disease,
their ancient burial grounds flooded for good measure, Indians became lost in the shadows of
the white man's development. Reservations and reservoirs swallowed them up.
I went to a high school named for an Indian in a town with an Indian name along a
stretch of river with an Indian name five miles from a park named after an Indian. Kamiakin,
Kennewick, Wallula, Sacajawea. That, as a child, was what I knew about the Indians of the
Columbia Plateau. That and the fact that some of their descendants, what was left of them,
insisted on the right to use nets to fish for salmon on the Columbia. They also protested as
dam by dam the Corps ofEngineers raised the Columbia's water level high enough to drown
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and desecrate their ancestors. The issues of net-fishingand burial grounds didn't make much
sense to me as a child, and no school or civic group attempted to persuade me otherwise. All I
knew was that fishing licenses and limits applied to us, not them, and that it was silly to bury
people right by a river. Besides, there were no headstones, so what was the difference?
The most famous Indian, Sacajawea, wasn't even from the area. Instead, she helped
guide Lewis and Clark through there, and for that effort she earned the distinction ofhaving a
park named for her at the confluence of the Snake and Columbia rivers. The Shoshone wife of
a French interpreter who had purchased her, Sacajawea was presented to school children as a
nice lady who told other Indians to be nice to Lewis and Clark. Indians, you see, could be
friendly after all. Ofcourse, she played no vital role in the expedition. She was a woman. In
later years, her reputation grew and a controversy erupted about how to pronounce her name
properly: was it Sack-a-ja-we-a or Suh-cah-ga-we-a? The debate itself was unsettling because
I couldn't imagine I had been misled by my teachers. And just who were the troublemakers
trying to tell us, the people who frequented SacajaweaPark, how to pronounce her name? It
was our park.
As a youngster I never contemplated the idea of Indians living in the Tri-Cities area,
eking out an existence by searching vainly for firewood, netting fish out of the river and
burying their dead by its banks. Whywould I have thought much about it? The Indians I
learned about in school were the coastal Indians. They emerged from the pages oftextbooks
and from reels ofeducational films, cooking salmon on boards and livingin thatched-roof
shelters, wealthy and secure by the standards ofmost Plains Indians, holding potlatches to
show off their excess.
A7
Outside of the occasional depiction of Indians fishing in the river with nets, we didn't
hear much about the tribes that once peopled the land we lived on, didn't know when they had
been there or when they left — or why. We didn't learn about their daily lives, their variety of
languages, their transformation once horses became part of their culture. What I knew was
that the sprawling Yakima Reservation was 60 miles to the northwest and that 40 miles to the
east lay a historical site known as the Whitman Mission, famous mostly for the massacre that
took place there. Marcus and Narcissa Whitman of the American Board had established a
mission at Waiilatpu in 1836. Eleven years later, Cayuse Indians killed them and 12 others
after smallpox had spread to the tribe. I visited the site many times with family, school and
Scouts, so the mission was a place to learn about Indians. What I remember most is the
diorama that depicted the angry Cayuse breakinginto the Whitmanhome; one ofthem was
carrying ofFNarcissa while another hatcheted Marcus. The drama snared my attention as I
imagined being in the house when the murderers arrived fiill ofvengeance. Why, I thought,
couldn't they understand it wasn't the fault of the Whitmans that Indians were dropping dead
from smallpox? Finally, on my last visit, probably 25 years ago, I noticed a diflFerence. I began
to think that maybe the Indians had a good reason to act the way they did, and that the whole
idea ofa missionarywas downright invasive.
A recent discovery has brought the Indian question to the forefront in a most
unexpected way. A skeleton discovered in the shallows of the ColumbiaRiver sparked
controversy because, while dated to be 11,000 years old, it does not resemble any type of
knownNative American. Instead, a stunningtheory is being offered: that Indianswere not the
first, or original, inhabitantsofthe area. The skeleton, now known as Kennevwck Man, has
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emerged from the mud and rocks as a specter that angers Indians and divides even non-
Indians, and sends religion and science crashing into one another. Indians wanted the bones to
be reburied immediately, not studied. They didn't want to know where or when they came
from. They didn't want to hear about "evidence" that their oral histories were inaccurate, or
that their religion— which insisted on the primacy ofnative origins— was wrong. Scientists,
at the prospect of studying such a rare and thought-provoking find, could barely contain their
bursting enthusiasm. Yet as could happen only, it seems, in our shallow, confused and litigious
culture, the bones ended up locked away from everyone while a courtroom battle ensued. It
was hinted that the Indians, if their claims to being here first came into doubt, had the most to
lose. And the one party that could act, did. The Corps ofEngineers, profligate dam builders
with an attitude, threw up one oftheir most prodigious obstacles by burying the site of
Kennewick Man under tons of rock and dirt. To protect the site, they said. To forever seal it
off, the scientists said. In defiance ofa federal law that had been written but not yet passed.
Like children fighting over a penny found on the ground.
Are we just meddlers? Unwanted debunkers of spiritualitywith a lack ofrespect for
tradition? Can we honor the past and study it at the same time? No one can claim to own the
bones ofKennewickMan. He was the onlyowner and his rights were surrendered with his
flesh. The bones belong to none ofus but they are linked to all of us because they came
before. They were joined with the land in their inertness, symbolic ofhow Kennewick Man
was shaped by his landscape, and their physical removal does not remove him from history or
sever his connection to us. We are all connected: bones, soil, air and water. To study one is to
study all. To be one is to be all.
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The next time I'm inKennewick, standing on the rockybanks of the Columbia, I will
wonder whomight have stood there before me. Maybe a hunter, waist-high in sagebrush on a
lOO-degree day whocalled that dry, flat landscape home. Someone who knew what it waslike
to hike to the river, dip a net into the raging waterandliterally scoop out salmon. Someone
who couldnever imagine in the midst of that wide-open emptiness how it could everbe
anything otherthanwhat it was. And standing on that riverbank, I will know why Indians
made it their sacred burial ground. The river, afterall, is the soul of that dry land. It is
connected to a source above one horizon andjoins the great waters beyond another. WhenI
die, I wantmyashes scattered on thewideColumbia, in the place called LakeWallula, andI
hope the Indians don't mind. Maybe there, in the perpetual flow, I canfinally cometo know
their ancestors.
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TEMPTATION
"Then wasJesus ledup ofthe Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of thedevil."
— Matthew 4:1
Forgive me.
That's more than Christ had to say.
Forgive me, for I have been to the desert and faced temptation and lostmiserably.
Maybe the desert had something to dowith it. Dull brown flatland magnifies sensual pleasure.
Starved for color and variety, the brainhungers for stimulation. In a harshwilderness, more
barren than fhiitful, the soulwanders in a restless search for a comfortable refuge. People in
the Tri-Cities used to complain that therewas simply nothing to do. They were right, to an
extent. In yet another east side, westside dichotomy, culture and urbanity dissipated in thedry
air as profoundly as it flourished along the coast, especially in Seattle. The Columbia Basin
was boring. This, at least, became the popular excuse for excesses in drinkingand drugs,
dalliances into sex, divergence into crime.
Still, the setting could not be ignored. Satancouldhave taken Christ to the basinfor
his temptation. He could have shown the hungry teacher plenty of stones withwhich to make
bread, or found a pillar ofbasalt off ofwhichGod's Son could have hurled himselfinto the
protectinghands of angels, or expanded the prophet's vision over the mountains to the
flourishing Puget Sound and offeredpower andwealth. And I must confess, beinga son of the
Northwest, I believe that even Christ would have thought twice about it. Parched and
wrinkled, would he not have considered regeneration under a soft rainfall in the forest? Forty
days in the desert could do that to a person, even a God-person.
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Forty daysfor Christ, and I cannot ignore the numerical coincidence withmyage—
40years. Mytemptation continues, though thedesert has long been left behind. I succeed and
I fail, and the groundwork for every outcome waslaid longago in the hot, dry, dusty kitchen
where the elements ofmy Selfwere mixed into a person.
Going away, coming home
My first memory of the area: I amin a car, wearing a baseball cap. It's hot. Outside I
see nothing familiar. In fact, unattuned to the subtleties of sagebrush anduncultivated land, I
see nothingat all. Onlyemptiness. I amgoingto someplace new, I understand. No, I don't
understand. I'm in the middle ofthe second grade and I havelived in Fort Wayne, Indiana
(nearmybirthplaceof Huntington), then— inWashington state— Spokane, Yakima,
Sunnyside, Yakima again, and now ... what? A new school, and I had never felt at ease in the
last one. About the only thing I remember of that first part ofmy second-grade year was my
first day at a new school. The teacher showedme a math assignment that I didn't understand,
and I panicked. I've hated math ever since. Outside on the playground, a large concrete pipe
with a connector in the middle offered a place for boys to gather and pretend we were in a
submarine. Somehow I found myself in the bellyof the pipe, among people I didn't know.
Discomfort crawled across my skin like a handfiil of ants. I was threatened by the proximity of
so many strangers. Nearly crying, I scrambled over scrunched up legs to get out of the tube. I
never went back in, and for a long, long time I avoided venturing into any place or any
commitment out ofwhich I could not scramble at will.
I don't remember my first day at Westgate Elementary in Kennewick. Probably just as
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well.
Spiritual undergrowth
MartinLuthergrewup in a wilderness forest, far from the centers of medieval culture.
Without such distractions, the distinctionbetween good and evil, Heaven and Hell, were as
clear as the contrast between bright, crisp days and thick black nights. The church I grew up
in could havebeen cut from the Slavic landscape of Luther's youth. Red brick and stained
glasswith sharp, arched roofs containing a vaulted worship room lined with dark brown
wooden pews. Inside, organ music poured over flinerary liturgythe flavor ofthick syrup,
pronounced by somber, stiff-backedmenwith German surnames. They wore dour frowns and
dark, staid suits and sat shoulder to square shoulderwith serious women. Together they sat
and stood to ancient choreography— the piousdance of the LutheranChurch, Missouri
Synod. Stand, sit, sing, speak, listen, confess, pray. Our church had been built in the only part
of town in which trees took precedence over the landscape; old-growth maples planted along
both sides ofKennewick Avenue and onto side streets towered over well-kept lawns, adding
to the otherworldly mystique ofthis glimpse ofGerman culture and spirituality patched onto
the desert fabric.
Yet the unadorned style of conservative Lutheran theology and worship actually fit
well in such an unpretentious land. Back to the basics, our pastor would preach. Stick to the
Gospel. No need to be fancy. Just straight-ahead, old-fashioned, take-it-or-leave-it religion.
God said what He had to say. Don't make things any more difficult than they need to be. So it
was with the landscape. Why should all ofWashington be ocean shores, pine trees.
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mountains? Let the west side be as rich as Solomon's temple or as beautiful as the hanging
gardens ofBabylon. God expressedHimself in the basinwith layers ofmolten lava, a covering
ofwind-blown soil and a garnish of sage. This was certainly nothing new for the Creator.
Consider his history with Eden. He could have placed Adam and Eve on the fair side ofthe
Cascades — apple trees would have been no problem— then cast them out to the east. So we
lived in a land suited to exile, made aware each Sunday ofour exile on earth and the promises
ofheaven. And heaven, to me, always seemed so much closer in sight offoamingbreakers or
a bright moon rising full above the unevenblack outlinesofa forest ceiling. The forest and the
ocean often prompted me to talk to God, not in prayer, but in conversation, as if I were Adam
walking with his Father in the garden before temptation ran its fateful course. Eden, then exile.
West side, then home.
Road rage
Until the freeway came, only a two-lane stretch of asphalt connected the Tri-Cities to
the west side ofthe state. Often draped in the distance with the silvery sheen ofheat mirages,
State Highway 12 ventured along the base of the Horse Heaven Hills and in sight of the
shallow Yakima River, nudging ever more northward on its way through Prosser, Grandview,
Sunnyside, past Toppenish and Wapato, until it reached Yakima. There, the road, finally a
freeway, pointed north as it climbed over the dry, empty Umptanum Ridge, then at Ellensburg
opened to a spectacular vista: the expansive, fertile Kittitas Valley in the shadows ofthe
Wenatchee Mountains. As green assumed ascendancy and pine trees gobbled up the sky, the
road bent northwest to begin the long climb to SnoqualmiePass. From the summit, it would
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plummet and twist like a bobsled run with the finish line at Seattle. For most of the winter, a
bobsled run would have been safer. Snow falls in the Cascades by the foot. On both sides of
the pass, the road widens at several points so drivers can "chain up" their tires and try to
cross. Sometimes the pass closes. Sometimes avalanches bury it. Snow piles 10 feet or higher
on the shoulders of the road in walls built by persistent snowplows.
About 220 miles, from the Tri-Cities to Seattle. Anywhere from two-and-a-half to four
hours. A drastic change in landscape. A familiar and fnghtening stretch of road.
East side, west side. Mother, father. The highway was my road to the "other" when I
was still a boy. My other parent, my father, who left when I was four. My other life, the one
with restaurants and gifts, games and concerts and big-citylights, the smell of ocean in the air.
The one that came with a rising price offear and resentment, anger and deception, and
unburied pain spilling out on the surface. The "other" that became "nothing" when I finally
said no to him and turned away for the last time.
Already displaced as a fact ofmy existence, detached as a matter of survival, I yearned
at first for escape to the west, to the unreal world of my father, but no more than I reveled in
escape to the east — to Indiana and mymother's family. Either place brought a time, whether
days or weeks, oflivingaway fi*om the desert, away fi"om myself, where I could be anyonebut
me in a place I would much rather choose to call home than to admit I was Eric, from the Tri-
Cities. How could I possibly be that person? How could I be that weak, timid, fragile boywho
lived in a place no one had heard of?Why choosethat whenI couldbe the big-city boywhose
father spent lots of moneyand lived by the ocean, or the Hoosierboywho camefrom a place
with fireflies and cane-polefishing? For some of us, home is the placewe don't want to be; it
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is wherever we are not, that place where our real life awaits us. A few ofus, if we are lucky,
come to realize we were home all along, as I now know I was. Home with my mother and
stepfather and two sisters and dog or cat, or both, and dust storms. Home that wasn't even
on the maps that showed only important cities.
Once a month, or two, or whenever he followed through on his stated plans, my father
would arrive, always late, to pick up my sister D'Alene and me. Usually we went back only as
far as Sunnyside, where my grandparents lived in an apartment. Heading almost due west to
Sunnyside, desolation eventually gave way to cultivation. Hints could be seen along the way,
in an isolated patch of orchard in the distance, or existed above and out of sight as wheatfields
atop the Horse Heaven Hills that rose on the west side of the highway. The hillsides were
brown and barren. Even in spring only traces ofgreen graced their gentle brown slopes
speckled with the dull aqua of flowering sagebrush.
That landscape became my shelter from the harrowing reality within the car. My father
drovelikea madman, speeding, passing around comers and up hills, tailgating slower cars. He
screamed and cursed. With every mile he doled out a ration of fear, feeding an anger bom of
those trips that would grow withinme through the years. The gestation was long and difficult,
though conceived in innocence. I had spent much time with myDieterle grandparents when I
lived in Sunnyside. Their parents had homesteaded inNorth Dakota after arriving in New
York from Bessarabia in 1902. The farm did well, and when my grandfather married my
grandmother, the daughter of another homesteader, they had more than most. Forty years
later, living in an apartment inWashington state, they still had more than most, although they
lived as misers. Each week they received checks in the mail fromNorth Dakota addresses ~
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payments from loans they had made to fellow farmers over the years. Frequently their stilted
English segued seamlessly into German as they spoke, especiallywhen old friends visited. Yet
I never asked much about homesteading or farm life, never probed the Romantic vision of
making good in America at a time when 640 acres was a right, not just a parcel ofland.
Instead I spent my time enjoying my grandmother's sublime cooking or rode along on the
wooden cart my grandfather used to collect the trash in his job as apartment building
superintendent. I spent my time enjoying those moments when I could just eat, or ride, and be
a kid. The rest of the time I quietly kept to myself, waiting for the yelling to stop.
I never saw my grandfather hit my grandmother — never even suspected such a thing
could happen. And even when the two ofthem teamed up against my father, three harsh,
venomous skeins of interweaved shouting, I felt physically sick but never physically
threatened. I wondered why my father insisted on spending so much time at that apartment
after he gathered my sister and me. All they did was argue and yell, red-faced and vehement,
my grandfather wiping the spittle from his chin after volatile exchanges.
Onlymiles away, in a parallel universe, my stepdad's parents lived on a small farm.
Down-home people from Sugar City, Idaho, who raised their three sons next to the Teton
River. They liveda true farm life, gathering eggs eachday from the hen house, slopping the
few hogs they owned, raising a patch ofcom, milking the cows that wandered their 12-acre
pasture. At dinner a cast of characters, worth a short-story each, surrounded the table:
Grandpa Yarber, hard ofhearing and slowed by a rare form ofmuscular dystrophy, shouting
his sentencesand always eager for mischief; Grandma Yarber, farm-weathered, overflowing
with energy and well able to hold her own with her cantankeroushusband; GrandmaFowler,
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the maternal grandmother who lived alone in a tiny house in town and called her friends
"sister" and "brother" as a goodMormon should; UncleFred, the ancient onewhose true
relation to the family — if there was any— I neverunderstood, but who lived with the
Yarbers until he diedand frightened me from behind his wire-rim glasses with tales of how
spiders would crawl into the mouthsof the sleeping; and later, Rudolph, another live-in, a
developmentally disabled middle-aged man who wore spurs and chaps and fancied himself a
true cowboy. Dinners were hugespreads of meat, potatoes andvegetables, with thick, fresh
milk extracted from beneath a three-inch layer of cream in gallon jar.
As I grew older, into high school andbeyond, andbegan to make choicesaboutwhere
to spendmy time, I drifted from the Yarberplace. I went lessfrequently, and then not at all.
It's been 20 years or more. How could I have failed to appreciate the truth and beauty ofthat
scene? I loved the farm, with its dirt pathway that led down from the house to the chickens,
pigs and cows. Bales ofhay and a bin of dried com cobs offered hours ofentertainment for
the creative young mind. Electric fences and temperamental chickens added mystery,
adventure and even a little risk. From there, even when my father wasn't in town, I would be
shifted to the Dieterle apartment, clean and ordered in true German fashion, where I would be
reminded to sit straight and sit still, be quiet, and remember that I was better than the rest.
Whenwe ventured out, my grandma would instruct me not to breathe when next to a Mexican
— and migrant workers were plentifiil— because of the unclean air I might inhale. Other
people were poor, we were taught. Poor, unpredictable, dirty and inferior.
The farm. The apartment. Seattle. Each was a place distinct in landscape, distinct in its
lessons and influence. Each was a place where I could be a separate and distinct me. And from
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each I always returned to the desert, where I would become one.
The joy ofpursuit
Learning to kill. For a boy— for thisboy— the ideaof killing didn't need to be
learned, just refined. I remember moments of conscious awakening from the somnolence of
youthful morality, that placewherea dichotomy canco-exist because the two sides are not
readily apparent. I spent the nights of one summer vacation inIndiana swinging aWiffle bat at
lightning bugs, watching them soarparabolic like a sky rocket upon contact; thenI captured
some of them in ajar to take home bytrain (a three-day trip) to Washington, released them
into a birchtree in the front yard, andfelt true sadness at their inability to live andprosper. If
they had, would I have taken the Wiffle bat to themas neighbors watched inwonderment at
the inexplicable light display? I don*t know. But when the lightning bugsdidn't live, I felt sad.
A few years later, on mynext trip to Indiana, I pulled out theWiffle bat again, but something
had changed. After only a couple of swings, and one tiny "whack" that sent a bent and broken
bug through the air, I realized I had lost the heart for suchthings— or perhapsI had found
my heart. Such are the watershed changes that come so close together in our formative youth,
when a year or two is enough time for a person to transform. I grieved over the bug I had
destroyed, hoped it hadn't felt too much pain, and wondered how I ever could have
slaughtered so manywith impunity. After that, I becamebrother to the lightningbugs. They
brought me joy with their slow, deliberate flight, all gangly-legged and awkward. I wished
them well and hoped they could sense my admiration and the good will I sent out — penance
for previous crimes, positive energy for that which I had canceled out before.
Time brought more changes. Hunting ducks, geese and pheasants came naturally to
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someone who delighted in stalking sparrows and shooting them out of backyard treeswith a
BB gun. Somehow, that got meinto trouble, although my parents drewa distinction between
sparrows and robins, the latterbeing too noble or attractive for slaying. So I was forbidden
fromtargeting the mucheasier target andmymind adapted by assigning robinsto a category
ofcreature that was more "real," such as a family pet, whereassparrowswere common, dull
and dispensable.
It wasn't much of a leap, then, to begin hunting for game birds. Thegrassy, sagebrush
plains and the expansive wheatfields of the Columbia Basinaccommodated a thriving
population of ring-necked pheasant. Evenwhen they couldn't be seen— and around the
fringes oftown that wouldn't have been uncommon — their distinctivecackle could be heard
in the distance. Quail, on the other hand, were a common sight. Five or six would sprint
across a road, maintaining their elegant posture as theygracefully, although rapidly, expressed
the shortest distance between two points.
Thanks to the rivers and some patches ofwetlands, ducks and geese added to the
game-bird population. Flocks ofCanada geese would fill their bellies in the wheatfields during
the day and return in cacophonous V's to their resting and nesting sites among tall cattmls.
That's when they were most vulnerable, coming in low, fat and sated, with home waters just
on the horizon. But it took great patience and effort to pursue Canada geese. Hunters laid low
in pits dug into hillsides, working both ends of the day, dawn and dusk, to be ready for those
few minutes when the birds were plentiful and at just the right altitude. And if the cloud cover
or wind or any ofa dozen other factors came randomly into play, the day's effort would be for
naught.
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My stepfather and I were not serious enough to go to all that trouble. Sure, we'd sit
ona patch ofwet wildgrass beside some cattails and wait to see ifany wetland fowl would fly
near enough to shoot at, but then so did a hundred other hunters, and the thunder and flash of
shotgun volleys would bring a quick downpour of lead shot. Mostly what we chose to pursue
was what lay conveniently before us: thousands ofacres ofsagebrush-covered pheasant
breeding ground.
At the time, beingyoung, mymind focused on the trophy. It was allpart of the
selfishness of youth, notwanting to come home without "my" bird, and that's what hunting
was, really: taking possession. Claiming fi'om nature the way I would claim a toy fi'om one of
my sisters. I anticipated thehunt, my nerves charged by theprospect ofbringing home a bird,
andon every step of the hunt itselfI buzzed like a live wireat the hope— the fervent,
prayerful desire — that a pheasant would launch itself from beneath thenext clump of
sagebrush. Though I didn't appreciate it at the time, I know nowthat bybeing so attuned to
the landscape I was trulyparticipating in it andenjoying it more than I evercould have on a
leisurely walk. We usually hunted without a dog, andwhen wewere accompanied it was by
the family mutt, not anytrained hunting dog. Sowewereon our ownto find and sense the
presenceofthe birds. I mademyselfinto a receptive bundle of raw sensesfor the task,
sensitive to every sound, color and motion, and reaching for anothermore instinctive sense
that would tell me which direction to turn to find that which lay hidden from view. It was me
against the pheasant. I knew he could senseme before I could sensehim, and that hewould
huddle at the base ofa sage or in a clump of wild grass, so quiet and so well-blended with the
surroundings that I could nearly step on him without knowing it. So I stalked, shotgun held in
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myhandswith such second-nature that it became an extension of me,waiting for the
explosion ofwings to burst from nearby.
Huntingwas mostlywaiting, and it was during that waiting that I learnedabout the
land. I learned about the pungent scent of sage, and how thebase of each plant is twisted and
taut, a sinewy forearm thrusting up from the ground to clutch a rough bouquetof tiny green-
gray leaves on spindly branches. Despite the drive-by impression that the land is covered in
sagebrush, each sageoccupies its ownspace andthen some, enough to walk among them
without brushing against many. I learned that a variety of wild grasses grew in the arid land,
enough to keep the dust from rising underfoot. Drygrasscrackled lightly undereachstep and
constantly reminded me that I could not be silent unless motionless. At least silence was not as
virtuous— or necessary — in pheasant hunting as it waswith other game. Still, flushing out a
pheasant usually meant surprising it, and surprise took quietpatience. Too oftenwhat began
as a watchful, stealthy stalk deteriorated into a careless, day-dreaming stroll as the sensory
feast ofthe outdoors distractedmy intentions. Howmany times, I wonder, did I walk right
past a huddled bird whilewatching the clouds or listening to the wind in blissful ignorance?
My years as a hunter were few, from the time I was about 14 to just before college,
and it was early in that short period that I realized my taste for the kill was dissipating. My
stepdad and I were in an undeveloped field next to some farm land.He spotted a pheasant in
the distance that was walking in the open and fired with his long-barreled single-shot 12-
gauge. He hit the bird and I immediately sprinted toward it. As I neared it, though, I could see
that it wasn't dead. Instead it thrashed, still so full of life that I felt fnghtened to be near it. Its
wildness intimidated me. My stepdad was still in the distance and I implored him about what
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to do. I didn't want the bird to get away but I was afraid of it. He called out. I heard, and
telling myself that this was how boys grew up, acted. With a quick thrust, I reached down,
grabbed the pheasant by its neck, and whirled it. My first attempt, weak and tentative, did
little and the bird continued to struggle. So I whirled it again and felt its neck snap in my hand.
What had been alive, wildly alive, died in my grasp. Something inside me let go at that
moment, as if removing the pheasant from the life force had also removed something from me.
It took a few years for me to understand, but I later saw that my feeling that day wasn't a
weakness that needed the girding ofmaturity and experience but rather a nascent commitment
to living things, a commitment that hadn't yet reached fruition within me.
Dark visions
They were like crime scenes. Hidden places ofmatted-down grass and weeds,
scattered with beer cans, foo^d wrappers, empty baggies; maybe aT-shirt ora sock, ora pair
ofunderwear lying nearby. Occasionally even furnished with a filthy mattress or broken chair.
Human feces in the vicinity. I came across these sites often by one ofthe rivers — Columbia,
Snake, Yakima— as if water were an essential element. Water, tall grass or cattails, a thicket
of Russian Olive trees, and isolation. As a boy, I looked upon the refuseand wonderedwhat
went on there. I wondered who the people were emerging after dark and coming to these
places. They fnghtened me. I imagined the mostbasicof instincts beingfulfilled by rough,
unpredictable types whomyouwould not want to discover by surprise some night.
It's no surprise my thoughts went to more than just kids drinkingbeer and smoking
dope. I grew up under the influence of Charles Manson andTed Bundy, peoplewho either
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came out of the wilderness to murder or went there to hide the remains of their crimes. Both
had local connections. Sharon Tate, one of the victims of the Manson slaughter, had grown up
inWest Richland, a smallunincorporated town betweenKennewick and Richland. When she
was killed, local headlinesblared the crime. Bundywas considered somewhat ofa local
himself, having spenttimein theNorthwest. His notoriety was such that I could hardly look
out into desolate stretches oflandscape and not imagine that somewhere lay a body or a
skeleton that he had deposited.
On fishing outings or whilehunting, I halfexpected to find signs offoul playaround
the next comer. And I alwaysharbored a lingering fear that I could become the next victim,
out there in the emptiness with only sagebrush andjackrabbits as witnesses. Perhapsmyfear
was not just of the evil that lurked in criminals but of the starkness ofthe landscape itself
Barren and unpopulated, it made no moral distinctions, offering refuge and privacy to a
psychotic murderer as easily as to me, a boy wanting to hunt or fish or simply be alone. This
was the price of solitude exacted by the land. It would give me peace but it would leave me
vulnerable and exposed. I could never truly relaxout there bymyself, my senses heightened
to mask a latent dread, and I felt a sense of relief rush over me as I returned to my car
knowing I had ventured into the hidden places and returned.
Love in the light
The sun is fullest in a sky unburdened with mountains. In the Tri-Cities, it is
overbearing, inescapable, all-embracing. Sunlight sweeps around your body like a warm, tight-
fitting sheet. It pervades every inch of skin as if it is inextricablypart of the air. Two extreme
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options seem appropriate; to stay inside is theonly effective form of escape, or to surrender
completely byshedding your clothes and letting thesolar energy complete its 93-million mile
journey to your flesh unimpeded.
Skin takes on a heightened sensitivity in nature, themore so asmoreof it is exposed.
Find a secluded spot, whether in a stand of pines, in the shadowofa mountain, on an open
beach, and the nudity you almost fail to notice each day inthe shower becomes anexhilarating
charge. Your bodydrinks in the sensations and your brain swims in response. Even the
modest must admit that the nakedness itselfdoes not bring shame— if anything, there is guilt
at feeling so alive in such a forbidden state.
What could possibly enhance the sensuality of this scene? Another—a lover. Someone
who adds their body to the landscape as onlyan unclothed body could be. The idea of
covering a wildflower or a pond in clothesis so ridiculous, andwe don't realizehowmuchso
until we become another aspect of the scenery as our most natural selves.
Making loveoutside, under the sky, is intoxicating. Under the glaring desert sun, it is
exquisite. Warm raysjoin in the sensual danceas the touch of an unseenpartner, tantalizing
the skinwith warmth that moves as you move, then resting as you rest, lyingback to embrace
in mutual radiance, melting into one another, not just one flesh but one energy.
The desert is an ideal climate for sexuality to unfold. Young lovers welcome all those
days of sunshine and warmth, an extended growing season ofexploration and intimacy.
Summer heat dictates a paucity of clothes and inspires a proclivity to slip out of them.
Undeveloped acres ofwasteland open themselves to exploitation by providing the space that
privacyrequires in a treeless environment. In these ways the landscapebecame intertwined
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with my early lessons in romantic love. My body still longs for theheat ofthe sun and the fire
that it fijels within.
Altered landscape
Maybe it was all the dry grass. The heatedair. The subtle scent of sagebrush. The
acres and acres of open emptiness. Marijuana was thedrug of choice in theTri-Cities and it
wasas plentiful aswere sunny days. It certainly wasn't the only drug available. Whereas the
Tri-Cities were isolated in just about everyother respect, theywere a crossroads for the drug
trade. They werean inland intersection east of theport cities, Seattle and Portland, and they
were a distribution center for Mexican black tar heroin and other drugs that arrived fi'om the
south to be fanned out to thousands ofmigrant workers in the Yakima Valley.
For the youth ofthe Tri-Cities, the equationwas simple: Too many choices, too many
places to hide, too little to do.
As somediscovered, the marijuana plant flourished in the Columbia Basin, growingto
exotic heights and packing dizzying potency in the dry, heat-baked soil. But the distinctive
green also stood out like a strobe light in a dark parking lot. So homegrowoi weed was a
delicacy but hardly worth the risk considering the commercial availability of pot, and
commercial it was, with names and endorsements, sold with personal testimonies of
satisfaction. Mexican. Thai. Columbian Gold, $50 an ounce. Mesmerizing to the eye,
tantalizing to the nose, a mind-expanding body buzz. One-hit weed, the really good stuff; a
pipe to be shared by two or three, and at some point the conversation would stop for who
knows how long until someone realized they held an extinguished pipe in a hand that felt as if
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it were floating in space.
Weedwas the illicit pathway to an artificial Zen, a facilitator of pure sensual
appreciation. Water lapping at the river shore, itsmellifluous playfulness heard; gulls soaring
in the wind currents, their sleekness revealed; mare's tail clouds sweeping across a blue sky,
theirvaporous essence understood. This wasnot a cold, hard, urban landscape wheredrugs
softened the blow of reality. It was a vast arenaof experiential possibilities, a chanceto see
each coexisting plant, animal and insect for the first time and perhaps, for a moment, to sense
the interconnectivity of them all.
That's the lesson I found most meaningful, and I wish someone had found a more
meaningfijl way to teach it to me. Someone whocould have shown methe intricate, delicate
beauty of the landand of the people in it. Not the religious ideal of brotherhood but the reality
ofa living, breathing organism calledEarth. I grew up in a place lamented by locals and
derided by outsiders as dry, flat, desolate, boring, treeless and without character. How untrue.
The ColumbiaBasin landscape is rich beyond our dreams, and that's not some drug-
influenced perspective. At least, it shouldn't have to be.
Crossing border lines
One ofthe most dramatic changes in landscape that I witnessed had nothing to do with
the land itself Instead, it involved the city landscape, made up ofhouses and businesses, roads
and sidewalks, and people. Though there's no such designation on the map, the demarcation
ofeast Pasco was clear to everyone. Quickly, within a blink or two, driving into that section
of town revealed what to a child seemed like an underworld ofdereliction and decay. Small,
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old houses with peeling paint. Houses that looked as if theyhadnever beennew. Boarded up
gas stations and grocery stores that were gathering places for tumbleweeds. Cracked, chipped
roads. Sidewalks withweeds growingup through the cracks. Andon recessedporches in the
shadows ofthe slipshod buildings, dark faces peering out. This is what I saw as a child. Not in
grade school, not in junior high, not in high school did I know a single black person. In fact,
out ofall those years, only one black— a boy in high school— even attended the same
school as I did. At least, I don't recall any others. I knew about the civil rights movement. I
watched the Sixties unfold as my consciousness of the world around me grew. But all I knew
from direct experiencewas the drastic display ofpoverty and dilapidation that existed inwhat
we all called east Pasco, the place where the black people lived.
I never questioned how it came to be that in the mostly white Tri-Cities a
concentration ofanother race resided in one area ofone town. It's a credit to my parents and
my education — and maybe to a racial awareness that grew out ofwatching TV news in the
Sixties — that I didn't fall into the pit of prejudice, for the surface conclusion was
unavoidable: east Pasco was black and it was poor, and you damn well didn't go there unless
you were driving through to someplace else. A confession? Yes, I was afraid. We drove
through the edge of east Pasco on the way to a fishing spot and every time we did I felt a
certain discomfort, similar to the unease that a child might feel walking past that one scary
house on the way home from school.
Once, I recall, we stopped at a small store for bait. I don't remember how old I was,
but I was old enough — and still naive enough — to feel a sense ofpride and accomplishment
at going inside, nodding hello to a man in one of the aisles, smilingto the man behind the
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counter, and doing so without showing fear or feeling bias. That's what I thought. How
pathetic, I think today, and yet how many white Americans, adults even, would need to gird
themselves for a quick trip into an old store where they were the only ones who weren't
black? I could tell that day that I was crossing a border, and I knew exactlywhen I had
crossed back. Cultural maturity, I hope, means that the line has blurred, so that the sensation
is one ofgrowing closer, not crossing over.
Post script: Even the chosen wanderedfor 40years
Incrementally, fitfully, the Columbia Basin drifted into my past. For five years I
explored the eastern reaches of the region driving back and forth to Pullman andWashington
State University. There, in Palouse country, winter and springwheat covered rolling loess hills
that were formed by centuries ofwind blowingsoil fi'om the basin to the east. The
transformation took place in subtle increments. A dangerously narrow strip ofasphalt ran
northeast fi-om Pasco to Kahlotus, a tinytown at the intersection ofHighway 260, whichbent
more east than north along the Washtucna Coulee until it reachedWashtucna and Highway
26. Up until that point, fields of cultivated land alternated with wide stretches ofuneven arid
topography. Heading east on 26, the alternation subtly transformed into continuous waves of
wheatfields that stretched fi"om both sides of the road into the distance. This was the
beginning ofThe Palouse,where dry farming — sans irrigation — could succeed in an area
fedby a capillary network of creeks, andwhere the altitudeslowly beganto rise above 500
feet, where the sunburned as a fiimace for fueling agriculture, not as a punishment to the
land. At Colfax, an old farm town along Highway 195 that ran south from Spokane, I would
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turn nearly due south for the final 16-mile stretch to Pullman. There, wheatfields on all sides
engulfed the town, and the tree-covered Moscow Mountains loomed to the east across the
Idaho border. Rain came to Pullman more often than to the basin, and snow fell by the foot,
not by the inch. Still,Pullmanwas no oasis. It was merelythe more aestheticallyand
climatically forgiving eastern border of the basin, catching some ofthe non-stop clouds that
swept over the Tri-Cities. Yet even just a few years conditioned me to feel a marked
difference between the cooler, greener hills that flattened as I drovewestward into the pit,
where the desolation and heat increased as I neared home. I was a desert boy in an ocean of
wheat, only 2-1/2 hours from home but clearly in a different land, glad to be on my own but
beginning to understand that the basin, the place ofmyformation, had created a place in me,
and that no matter where life took me those two placeswould need at times to converge, so
that my spirit couldwarm itself in the glare of the Tri-Cities sun.
After Pullman, where I earnedbachelor's andmaster's degrees in history, I returned to
the Tri-Cities for about fouryears, restless andvaguely aware that I would not remain
permanently. In June 1987,1 drove to Ogden, Utah, to consider workingat a paper that
would have hired meover the phone. Somehow themove was supposed to savemy failing
first marriage. A change of scenery andof routine. Thenewspaper, the people and the town
seemed OK, but in the end I turned to the land for an answer. Sitting outside the back door of
my cheap motel room I looked up to the east at the imposing, stony wall of theWasatch
Mountains that loomed overOgden. The city spreads uponto thebenches of the range, Ben
Lomond peak rising to the north, MountOgden to the east, 4,000feet of massive, rocky
shoulders hulking overa city already at 4,000 feet itself Scrub oak, not pines, covered these
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mountains that rose as abruptly as a mirage out of the surrounding plateau. I lookedto those
mountains, into the massif, and asked them for the truth, beseeching themas if I half-believed
God livedwithin the rock itself The mountains, I knew, could be enough ofa reason to live
there, but if theyweregoing to draw me 900 miles from home I needed to know I could turn
to themagain and again, over the years, as I had turned to theColumbia River, for answers
and for rest. They would bemy respite from thedesert, and not just the desert I had lived in.
To thewest laythe Great SaltLake, andbeyond it saltflats andbone-dry landeven starker
than the Columbia Basin. This, too, was a desert. But the mountmns whispered their approval
as they reflected a spectacularlate-June sunset, and the high desert of Utah becamemynext
home.
Ten years there taught me as much about the Columbia Basinas they did about
northernUtah. Lawns neededto bewatered heavily, but cheap irrigation water was not nearly
as availablewithout a major river nearby. In the Tri-Cities, $20 a year bought all the
secondary water that could course througha gardenhose. True, it was a low-pressure flow
full of tinybits ofdebris that clogged sprinklers, and on rare occasions the flowwas restricted,
but for the most part cheap water in the basinwas a given.Utah, with rivers I would call
creeks and a lake too salty for practical use, posed muchmore ofa challengeto those seeking
to keep their lawns green. Paradoxically, the other problem in Utah was that of too much
water. All of the area below about 5,000 feet had spent centuries as a lake bottom. Its clay-
based soil did not absorb moisture well. Complicatingmatters, natural springs flowing down
from the Wasatch would bubble up from under the ground during quick snow melts or heavy
rains. While a rare downpour in the Tri-Cities might cause an ephemeral river to flow down a
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low-lying street, the idea ofa flood seemed incomprehensible. Only close to a river could
flooding occur, and even then the well-regulated Columbia or Snake would only spread
benignly over their banks in a few places, while the Yakima, less fettered with dams, might
raise more havoc. But the idea ofwater in the basement — I had never considered the
possibility. Tales ofthe last "great flood" in Utah, in 1983, were still being told when I moved
there. I tried to imagine theGreat Salt Lake invading areas that I could see only asdry and
far-removed from the shoreline, andI had missed the great debate that resulted in huge pumps
being built at one edge of the lake to divert excess water into theWest Desert. Excess water.
Desert. We took it personally in theNorthwest when Arizona and California raised theissue
ofbuying some ofourwater and some ofthe power generated by ourwater. Utah, I thought,
wouldn't exist as such if the Great SaltLakewere just the Great Lake. It would havebeen
long-before settled and fought over beforethe Mormons ever arrived.
I learned, too, about the landscape between northern Utah and theColumbia Basin,
andone reasonI will always consider myself to be a sonof theWest is myattachment to
mind-boggling stretches ofunoccupied, uncultivated land. On the 10-hour drive I would look
out over the land and try to imagine whether someday all of it would be occupied, or if there
would always be more land than people. Howmuch land occupied today seemed impossibly
off-limits only 50 years ago?When I hearaboutthe development of spacestations and the
possibility of mining onMars, and compare thatwith barren stretches of theWest, I imagine
people will be livingin space before they fill all the space in the West.
Yet now there is the lesson of Iowa. A wanderer in the desert for so long, I arrived
two years ago in the Northern Plains, ignorant of the region's past and present. Tree-lined
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streets and lush lawns chock full of flower gardens surprised me, as did the flourishing urban
population of squirrels, rabbits, crows, raccoons andotherwildlife — all pleasant to a man
used to dust and heat. Pleasant, but artificial, and as disturbing historically as a river nearly
empty of salmon or a fenced-off graveyard ofnuclear by-products. This place used to bejust a
small, undefined part of an endless expanse of six-foot prairie grass and open territory. Now
99percent of the prairie hasbeen cultivated. Iowais a contiguous mass of farms, towns and
roads, withonlythe narrowest tightropes ofwilderness stretched in between. Not so longago,
someone who lookedat this place could not have imagined it would everbe likethis. My
appreciation for home grows when I consider this tame, cultivated landscape. I canstill visit
the stubborn frontier ofbasin surrounded by rivers, farms, and orchards, resistant to
development. But I can also see howa native culture has fossilized into arrowhead displays
under glasscases, and learn about the secrets of radioactive wasteburied in the sagebrush
wilderness.
From the time that settlers first arrived in America, taming the wild was part ofa
Christian ethic to bring order to life and the land. The desert perseveres, givingway to
incremental encroachment but staving oflFflill-blown conversion to docility and control. As we
seek for frontiers in which to expand, is the desert a beginning or an end? Is it still a place for
vision-quests, a sterile setting for spiritual purification?Is it a sign ofwhat is to come, a place
for temptation to triumph and confirm our fallen state? Ironic, it seems, that post-nuclear
apocalyptic visions ofour world often depict a desert in which hope survives in the shadows.
The irreducible desert harbors our salvation. It's an old lesson.
